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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with the federal laws and regulations including
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for Uses and Disclosures of Protected Health
Information (PHI) when Authorization is required.
Arkansas Health Network may not Use or Disclose an Individual’s Protected Health Information
(PHI) without the Individual’s authorization, except as permitted or required by law. Arkansas
Health Network is required to obtain a valid Authorization from the Individual to Use or Disclose
his/her PHI when the Use or Disclosure is not related to Treatment, Payment or Health Care
Operations (TPO), or as permitted or required by HIPAA privacy regulations, or other federal or state
law or regulation.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Policy.

PROCEDURES
When Authorization is Required
Designated staff obtains a valid Authorization (See Appendix B – Authorization for Use or
Disclosure of Protected Health Information) from an Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client) before
Using or Disclosing the Individual’s PHI when the Use or Disclosure is not related to Treatment,
Payment, or Health Care Operations (TPO).
Designated staff obtains Authorization for the Use or Disclosure of PHI in the following specific
situations:


Marketing purposes, from either Arkansas Health Network’s internal marketing or efforts by
an external Business Associate on behalf of Arkansas Health Network;



Fundraising efforts other than those through the entity’s institutionally related foundations;



Employment determinations (i.e., verification of an Individual’s workplace);



Research-related treatment;
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Psychotherapy notes, including Disclosure of psychotherapy notes for purposes of TPO (See
Appendix C – Authorization for Use or Disclosure of Psychotherapy Notes); or



Uses or Disclosures for other than TPO or pursuant to a state or federal law.

NOTE: The “Authorization to be Photographed Form” should be Used when photographing
and/or interviewing patients, residents, family members and/or visitors if the photographs and/or
interview materials will be made available for public Use. Contact Arkansas Health Network’s
Communications or other designated department for detailed information.
When obtaining a valid Authorization, the following actions are taken prior to the Use or Disclosure
of PHI:


Identify the type of Authorization required for the current situation (e.g., general, research, to
be photographed and/or interviewed). If Authorization is for marketing for which Arkansas
Health Network will receive compensation in exchange for the Use and/or Disclosure of the
PHI, select “yes” and complete on the Authorization form;



Provide the Individual or his/her Personal Representative with the appropriate Authorization
form;



Explain to the Individual the purpose and intended Use of the Authorization;



Ask the Individual to review, sign, date and return the Authorization form;



Confirm that the Authorization is complete, signed and dated by the Individual or his/her
Personal Representative;



Provide the Individual or his/her Personal Representative with a copy of the completed
Authorization;



Document receipt of each valid Authorization within the Release of Information or designated
system log (as applicable); and



File the Authorization in the Individual’s health record or designated location.

Emergencies
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In emergency situations when an Individual cannot provide Authorization nor has an opportunity to
agree or object, and there is no Personal Representative or the Representative is unavailable,
Arkansas Health Network staff contacts the Risk Manager to determine whether to Use or Disclose
PHI without an Authorization. Arkansas Health Network obtains an Authorization or provides an
opportunity for the Individual to agree or object at an appropriate time after the emergency situation.
Effect of Prior Authorizations
For Individuals treated before April 14, 2003, these specific procedures do not apply. However, the
Arkansas Health Network must comply with limitations specified in any pre-existing Authorization
or other legal document unless a request for restriction of Use or Disclosure of PHI is received.
If the Arkansas Health Network receives and agrees to an Individual’s request to restrict Disclosure
of PHI, any subsequent Use or Disclosure of that PHI much comply with the agreed upon restriction.
When Authorization Is Not Required
See Privacy Policy No. 1, Permissible Uses and Disclosures of Protected Health Information.
Situations In Which Treatment, Payment or Operations May Be Conditioned Upon Receiving
an Authorization From the Individual
Arkansas Health Network may not condition the provision of treatment to an Individual upon the
signing of an Authorization form except when the Authorization pertains to:


Research-related treatment; or



Treatment for the sole purpose of providing information to a third party (e.g., insurance
application pre-screening examination).

Revocation of Authorization
An Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client) may revoke an Authorization at any time by providing
a written request for revocation (See Appendix D – Revocation of Authorization) except to the extent
that Arkansas Health Network has already taken action based on the original Authorization or in
certain situations if the Authorization was obtained as a condition of obtaining insurance coverage
based on state insurance coverage law to contest a policy coverage claim or policy itself.
When the Arkansas Health Network receives a request to revoke an Authorization, direct the
Individual to the Health Information Management (HIM) or designated department to obtain a
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Arkansas Health Network Revocation of Authorization Form or for information that must be included
in the Individual’s written request to revoke the Authorization.
The designated staff who receives a request for revocation shall perform the following:


Verify that the revocation request is valid. It must contain the following:
o A written request for revocation of a prior valid Authorization; and
o The Individual’s name and identifying information (e.g., health record number,
address, dates of service).
A letter from an Individual that contains the items listed in Appendix A “Job Aid –
Components of a Valid Authorization” or a completed Arkansas Health Network
Revocation of Authorization qualifies as a valid request.



If the revocation request is not considered valid, give the Individual a Revocation of
Authorization.



Indicate which Authorization has been revoked (i.e., is no longer valid) in the Individual’s
health record; and



Update the Release of Information or designated system log (as applicable).

Documentation
The CHI Entity documents and retains each valid Authorization in the Individual’s health record for a
minimum of six (6) years and provides the Individual with a copy upon request.

ATTACHMENTS





Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D:

Job Aid - Components of a Valid Authorization
Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI
Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Psychotherapy Notes
Revocation of Authorization

REFERENCES


45 CFR Parts 160 and 164; Section 164.508 (“Uses and Disclosures for which an
Authorization Is Required”)

Uses and Disclosures of Protected Health
Information When An Authorization Is Required
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JOB AID
Components of a Valid Authorization for Use or Disclosure
of Protected Health Information
For internal use and external disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI), a valid authorization
must contain the following core elements and required statements:


Specific description of how PHI will be used or disclosed;



Name or other specific identification of the person(s) or category(ies) of persons who will use
or disclose the PHI;



Name or other specific identification of organization(s) to whom Arkansas Health
Network is authorized and permitted to use or disclose PHI;



Description of the purpose of the requested use or disclosure, unless the individual requests this
not be listed (e.g., “at the request of the individual”);



Expiration date (i.e., day, month, year) or expiration event (e.g., completion of a course of
treatment, or end of research study) for the authorization;



Statement of the individual’s right to revoke the authorization if the revocation request is made
in writing;



Statement explaining that when information is disclosed, the information may be re-disclosed
by the recipient and no longer protected by HIPAA privacy standards;



Individual’s (or individual’s representative) signature and date. If signed by an individual’s
personal representative, the authorization must include a description of the representative’s
authority to act on behalf of the individual;



Statement that Arkansas Health Network will not make authorization a condition for
treatment, payment, or enrollment/eligibility for benefits unless the authorization is
mandatory (e.g., research-related treatment); and



Statement that the use or disclosure will result in payment to Arkansas Health Network,
LLC by a third party, if applicable (e.g., marketing).

Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Protected Health Information
I,
, [Print Name of Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client)] hereby
authorize
Arkansas Health Network to use and/or disclose my
individually identifiable health information as described below:
I authorize the following person(s) or organization to receive the information:

Street Address:
City, State, and Zip Code:
The following individually identifiable health information may be used and/or disclosed:
Check () all that apply:
Discharge Summary
Reports of Tests & X-rays
Inpatient Records
Face sheets with Final Diagnosis Emergency Room Records
Outpatient
Records
Complications, and Procedures
Consultation
Abstracts
Reports
History and Physical Records
Immunization (shot) Record
Physical Therapy Notes
Outpatient Clinic Notes
Other*:
* If authorization is for marketing, indicate if Arkansas Health Network will receive
compensation
exchange for the use and/or disclosure of the PHI.
YES or
NO

in

Dates of treatment to be released:
I authorize the release of any information contained in the above records concerning treatment of
drug or alcohol abuse, drug-related conditions, alcoholism, psychiatric/psychological condition,
psychiatric/mental health treatment and/or HIV-related conditions.
Reason or purpose for the use and/or disclosure of the information:

I understand a fee may be charged for copies of my medical record.
If you are requesting copies of your own medical record, indicate here if would prefer to receive them
in an electronic format.
YES
or
NO Please specify format you are
requesting.
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Prohibition on Conditioning of Authorization
Arkansas Health Network will not condition treatment on your signing this authorization, unless:


You are receiving research-related treatment; or



The only reason the facility is providing you with health care is to make a report to a third
party, such as your employer (e.g., fitness to return to work) or school (e.g., P.E.
physical).

Re-disclosure
I understand that the information used and/or disclosed according to this authorization may no longer
be protected by federal privacy law (also known as HIPAA) and the recipient of your health
information may potentially redisclose it. However, under the Federal Substance Abuse
Confidentiality Requirements, 42 CFR Part 2, the recipient may be prohibited from disclosing
identifiable substance abuse information.

Expiration
This authorization will expire
“once purpose stated above is served”].

[insert

date, event or

Revocation
I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time by notifying Arkansas Health Network
in writing by sending a letter to Privacy Officer, CHS St. Vincent, Two St. Vincent Circle, Little
Rock, AR 72205 or completing the Revocation of Authorization Form. I understand that if I revoke
this authorization, it will not affect any actions that Arkansas Health Network took before it received
my revocation letter. For example, Arkansas Health Network cannot rescind disclosures it has already
made, and may use my health information as necessary to bill and collect for services rendered.
This Authorization is Binding
The statements made in this authorization are binding and controlling.

Signature of Individual or Personal Representative

Date

Printed name of individual’s personal representative, if applicable:

Rationale for serving as personal representative to the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian):
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--------------------------------------------------------------------FOR INTERNAL PURPOSES ONLY
When Arkansas Health Network is requesting an authorization to use health information for its own
use, the following provision must be completed:
Staff Personnel

Received by:

Date:

Was a signed copy provided to the individual?

YES

NO

Approved for individual access?

YES

NO
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Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Psychotherapy Notes
I,
, [Print Name of Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client)] hereby
authorize
Arkansas Health Network to use and/or disclose my
psychotherapy notes as described below:
I authorize the following person(s) or organization(s) to receive my psychotherapy notes:
Name:
Street Address:
City, State, and Zip Code:
The following psychotherapy notes may be used and/or disclosed:
Date(s) of session(s) to be released:
I authorize the release of any information contained in the above records concerning the treatment of:
 Drug or alcohol abuse;
 Drug-related conditions;
 Alcoholism;
 Psychiatric/psychological condition;
 Psychiatric/mental health treatment; and/or
 HIV-related conditions.
Reason or purpose for the use and/or disclosure of the information:

If you are requesting copies of your own medical record, indicate here if would prefer to receive them
in an electronic format.
YES
or
NO Please specify format you are
requesting.
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Prohibition on Conditioning of Authorization
Arkansas Health Network will not condition treatment on your signing this authorization, unless:


You are receiving research-related treatment; or



The only reason the facility is providing you with health care is to make a report to a third
party, such as your employer (e.g., fitness to return to work) or school (e.g., P.E.
physical).

Re-disclosure
I understand that the information used and/or disclosed according to this authorization may no longer
be protected by federal privacy law (also known as HIPAA) and the recipient of your health
information may potentially redisclose it. However, under the Federal Substance Abuse
Confidentiality Requirements, 42 CFR Part 2, the recipient may be prohibited from disclosing
identifiable substance abuse information.

Expiration
This authorization will expire
“once purpose stated above is served”).

(insert date or event or insert

Revocation
I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time by notifying Arkansas Health
Network in writing by sending a letter to Privacy Officer, CHS St. Vincent, Two St. Vincent
Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205 or completing the Revocation of Authorization Form. I understand
that if I revoke this authorization, it will not affect any actions that Arkansas Health Network took,
and Arkansas Health Network may use my health information as necessary to bill and collect for
services rendered.
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This Authorization is Binding
The statements made in this authorization are binding and controlling.

Signature of Individual or Personal Representative
Printed

name

of

individual’s

personal

Date
representative,

if

applicable:

Rationale for serving as personal representative to the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian):

---------------------------------------------------------------------FOR INTERNAL PURPOSES ONLY
When Arkansas Health Network is requesting an authorization to use health information for its
own use, the following provision must be completed:
Staff Personnel
Received by:
Was a signed copy provided to the individual?

Date:
YES

NO
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Revocation of Authorization
I,

, [print name of individual (i.e., patient, resident or client)

and individual identifier (i.e., health record number, date of birth] hereby request that
Arkansas Health Network remove or revoke me from the following:
Check () all boxes below that apply:
 I want to revoke the following authorization(s). List authorization(s) including the prior
use(s) and/or disclosure(s) of the information:

Person(s) or organization(s) originally authorized to receive the information:

Date(s) of treatment to be released:
Original date(s) of request for the authorization:
 I do not wish to have any of my personal or health information listed in the facility directory
during my stay. I understand that the directory is provided as a service to individuals and that
visitors, including family, friends, the clergy, or even flower delivery or other services may be
unable to locate or contact me if I am not listed in the facility directory.
Remove the following from the facility directory. (Select all that apply.)
All individual information (i.e., name, location, general condition, religious
affiliation)
Individual’s location within the facility
Individual’s general health care condition (e.g., stable, critical)
Individual’s religious affiliation (available only to clergy)

I understand that this authorization revocation does not apply retroactively and will not affect any
actions that Arkansas Health Network took before it received my revocation letter (e.g., the
billing or reimbursement for that care).

Signature of Individual or Personal Representative

Date

Printed name of individual’s personal representative, if applicable:
Rationale for serving as personal representative to the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian):
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations associated
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for access to Protected Health
Information (PHI).
Arkansas Health Network will permit an Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client) access to inspect
and/or receive a copy of his/her PHI that is maintained in a Designated Record Set that is used, in
whole or in part, to make decisions about the Individual.
Arkansas Health Network may deny an Individual’s request to access his/her Designated Record
Set with or without review if the specific circumstances outlined in Arkansas Health Network ’
procedures are followed.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this policy.

PROCEDURES
Individual Request for Access to His/Her PHI


The Individual should be instructed to:
o Contact the designated department to obtain the Arkansas Health Network
Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form and an explanation of his/her access
rights;
o Request assistance in completing the Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form, if
needed; and
o Submit the completed form to the designated department.
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When Arkansas Health Network receives a completed Authorization for Use or Disclosure
of PHI form, designated staff:
o Reviews the request to determine if the Individual may have access to his/her Designated
Record Set;
o Processes the request within 30 days. Arkansas Health Network is allowed a one-time
extension of up to 30 days to act on a request if the Individual is notified in writing of
the reasons for the delay and the notification includes the date by which Arkansas
Health Network will provide a response to the request; and
o If appropriate, charges reasonable fees for copying, mailing, or other supplies related to
processing the request. (Note: Arkansas Health Network handles any fees in
accordance with state statutes regarding accessing, copying, and charging for copies of
PHI).

Acceptance of Request for Access to PHI in a Designated Record Set


If the request for access is accepted and access is permitted to a designated record set, staff
forwards a copy of the completed Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form to the
designated department to process the request.



The designated department provides the Individual with the PHI contained in the Designated
Record Set in a form or format that is readily producible (e.g., easily copied).



Arkansas Health Network will produce a copy of the electronic record in the form and
format requested by the Individual. If the form and format are not readily producible, then
the information must be produced in an electronic form as agreed to by the Covered Entity
and the Individual. If the Individual declines any of the electronic formats that are
available, the Covered Entity must provide a hard copy as an option to fulfill the access
request.



If appropriate, Arkansas Health Network may charge reasonable fees for copying, mailing or
other supplies related to processing the request.



If the Individual agrees, Arkansas Health Network may provide a summary or explanation of
the PHI instead of the PHI contained in the designated record set. The Individual should
agree in advance to any fees imposed for the summary or explanation.
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The designated department will provide the Individual with timely access to his/her PHI,
including arranging for a convenient time to inspect or obtain a copy of the PHI.



Designated staff should be available to review the PHI with the Individual. Specific health
care-related questions should be referred to the attending or treating physician.

Denial of Request for Access to PHI without Opportunity to Request a Review of the Denial
Arkansas Health Network may deny a request for access to PHI in a Designated Record Set without
providing the Individual with an opportunity to request a review of the decision in the following
circumstances:


The PHI requested consists of psychotherapy notes;



The PHI is compiled in reasonable anticipation of or for a civil, criminal, or administrative
proceeding;



The Individual previously agreed to temporary denial of access when consenting to participate
in Treatment-related research that is not yet complete;



Arkansas Health Network is acting under the direction of a correctional institution, in
which case it may deny an inmate’s request to obtain a copy of his/her PHI if it would
jeopardize the health, safety, security, custody, or rehabilitation of the Individual or other
inmates, or the safety of the correctional institution’s employees, officers, and other
persons involved with, or responsible for the inmates;



The PHI is subject to the Privacy Act of 1974 and the denial of access was based on the
requirements of this law;



The PHI was obtained by someone other than a Health Care Provider under a promise of
confidentiality and access would be likely to reveal the source of the PHI; or
o The Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form is not complete.
o A clinician believes the release could cause harm to the patient or another Individual.
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Designated staff documents the denial on the Denial of Request to Access PHI letter (see
Appendix B) and provides the Individual with a timely written explanation of the denial,
including:
o The reason for the denial;
o A statement that the denial is not subject to appeal or further review; and
o Information on how the Individual may make a complaint to the entity.

Denial of Request for Access to PHI and Provision of Individual’s Right to Request a Review of
the Denial
Arkansas Health Network may deny a request for access to PHI in a Designated Record Set
and provide the Individual with an opportunity to request a review of the decision in the following
circumstances:


A licensed health care professional determines that access is likely to endanger the life or
physical safety of the Individual or another person;



The PHI makes reference to another person and access is likely to cause substantial harm to
the other person; or



The request for access is made by an Individual’s Personal Representative and access is likely
to cause substantial harm to the Individual or another person.



Designated staff documents the denial on the Denial of Request to Access PHI form and
provides the Individual with a timely written explanation of the denial, including:
o The reason for denial;
o Information on how the Individual may request a review of the denial of access; and
o Information on how the Individual may make a complaint to the entity.



Arkansas Health Network will, to the extent possible, give the Individual access to other
PHI requested, excluding the PHI that was denied (e.g., psychotherapy notes may be
denied, but other portions of PHI, such as surgical notes, may be released to the Individual).



Arkansas Health Network provides the Individual with a copy of the denial explanation,
original request form, and any other necessary documents.
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The requestor will be notified of the right to have the denial reviewed by another licensed or
certified provider of the requestor’s choice, and receive instructions for requesting this
review.

Individual Request to Review a Denial of Access
When CHI Entity receives a request to review a denial of access to a designated record set,
designated staff:


Forwards the request to a designated licensed health care professional who was not directly
involved with the initial decision to deny access.



Allows reasonable time for the licensed health care professional to review and make a
determination whether or not to deny access to the Individual; and



Obtains a written response to the request for review from the licensed health care
professional.



Designated staff provides the Individual with written notice of the decision:
o If the decision is to uphold the denial of access, refer to policy section Denial of Request
for Access to PHI Without Opportunity to Request a Review of the Denial.
o If the decision is to permit access, refer to policy section Acceptance of Request for
Access to PHI in a Designated Record Set.

Documentation
Arkansas Health Network maintains all documentation regarding requests for access to the
Designated Record Set for a minimum of six (6) years.

ATTACHMENTS




Appendix A: Authorization for Use or Disclosure of Protected Health
Information/Access to Protected Health Information Form
Appendix B: Denial of Request to Access Protected Health Information Letter
Appendix C: Requests for Access to Protected Health Information Contained in
a Designated Record Set Job Aid
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Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Protected
Health Information/Access to Protected Health
Information
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I, ___________________________________, [Print Name of Individual (i.e., patient,
resident or client)] hereby authorize __________________________ Arkansas Health Network
to use and/or disclose my individually identifiable health information as described below:
I authorize the following person(s) or organization to receive the information:

Street Address:

City

State

Zip Code

The following individually identifiable health information may be used and/or disclosed:
Check ( ) all that apply:
__Discharge Summary
__Inpatient Records
__Emergency Room Records
__Complications, and Procedures
__Abstracts
__Immunization (shot) Record
__Outpatient Clinic Notes
__Other*:

__Reports of Tests & X-rays
__Face sheets with Final Diagnosis
__Outpatient Records
__Consultation Reports
__History and Physical Records
__Physical Therapy Notes

* If authorization is for marketing, indicate if Arkansas Health Network will receive
compensation in exchange for the use and/or disclosure of the PHI. ___ YES or ___ NO
Dates of treatment to be released:
I authorize the release of any information contained in the above records concerning treatment of
drug or alcohol abuse, drug-related conditions, alcoholism, psychiatric/psychological condition,
psychiatric/mental health treatment and/or HIV-related conditions.
Reason or purpose for the use and/or disclosure of the information:
_________________________________________________________________________
I understand a fee may be charged for copies of my medical record
Prohibition on Conditioning of Authorization: Arkansas Health Network will not condition

Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Protected
Health Information/Access to Protected Health
Information

APPENDIX A
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treatment on your signing this authorization, unless:
 You are receiving research-related treatment; or
 The only reason the facility is providing you with health care is to make a report to a
third party, such as your employer (e.g., fitness to return to work) or school (e.g., P.E.
physical).
Re-disclosure: I understand that the information used and/or disclosed according to this
authorization may no longer be protected by federal privacy law (also known as HIPAA) and the
recipient of your health information may potentially re-disclose it. However, under the Federal
Substance Abuse Confidentiality Requirements, 42 CFR Part 2, the recipient may be prohibited
from disclosing identifiable substance abuse information.
Expiration: This authorization will expire _____________________________ (insert date,
event or “once purpose stated above is served”).
Revocation: I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time by notifying Arkansas
Health Network in writing by sending a letter to Privacy Officer at CHS St. Vincent, Two St.
Vincent Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205, or completing the Revocation of Authorization form. I
understand that if I revoke this authorization, it will not affect any actions that Arkansas Health
Network took before it received my revocation letter. For example, Arkansas Health Network
cannot rescind disclosures it has already made, and may use my health information as necessary
to bill and collect for services rendered.
This Authorization is binding: The statements made in this authorization are binding and
controlling.

SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL OR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

DATE

Printed name of individual’s personal representative, if applicable:

Rationale for serving as personal representative to the individual (e.g., parent, legal guardian):

Authorization For Use or Disclosure of Protected
Health Information/Access to Protected Health
Information

APPENDIX A
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FOR INTERNAL PURPOSES ONLY
When Arkansas Health Network is requesting an authorization to use health information for its
own use, the following provision must be completed:
Staff Personnel:

Received by: ______________________________

Date: _________________

Was a signed copy provided to the individual?

___YES

___NO

Access approved?

___YES

___NO

Denial of Request to Access PHI Letter

Appendix 2b

Date:
Individual Name (print):__________________________________________________________
Birth date: _______________
Individual Health Record Number: ________________________________________________
Individual Street Address: ________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________________
Your request to access your protected health information was received on [Insert date
received]. This request has been reviewed and is denied for the following reason(s):
Individual is involved in treatment-related research.
PHI is subject to Privacy Act of 1974.
obtained could reveal source of PHI.

PHI makes reference to another person.

another person.

appealed, and denial final.

Comments of Arkansas Health Network:

right to have this denial reviewed by a licensed
health care professional.

If your request to access health information is denied, please be advised that you have the right
to:
1. Submit a denial review request disagreeing with the denial if “note” above is checked
appropriately. The statement should be submitted to Arkansas Health Network Privacy
Officer.
2. Contact Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer with any concerns or questions regarding
this request for access process.
3. Contact Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer for any inquiries and complaints (or
grievances) CHS St. Vincent, Two St. Vincent Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205 5 0 1 - 5 5 2 3559

Name of Staff Member/Department

Title

Signature of Arkansas Health Network Practitioner

Date

Job Aid for Requests for Access to PHI Contained
in an OPEN Designated Record Set

APPENDIX C
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[Comment: The sample procedures for permitting an individual to access his/her PHI while
receiving health care services are entity-specific as well as state law-specific. These are
minimal procedures; the privacy rule permits flexibility in responding to an individual’s request
for access.]
1. If an individual is currently receiving health care (i.e., individual is currently an inpatient,
resident), his/her designated record set is maintained as an open record. The individual
requests to access his/her PHI, then Arkansas Health Network staff:
1.1 Provides the individual with an Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form (see
Appendix A) and explains the individual’s access rights; and
1.2 Helps the individual complete and submit the form, if needed.
2. When an Authorization for Use or Disclosure of PHI form is received, the appropriate
clinical staff are directed to:
2.1 Process the request in accordance with state and federal time frames (e.g., 42 C.F.R §
483.10(b)(2)(i) states residents of a long- term care facility have the right “upon an oral
or written request, to access all records pertaining to himself or herself including current
clinical records within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays”);
2.2 Contact the individual’s attending or treating physician to review the request;
2.3 Document the request and the notification from the physician in the health record
clinical progress notes;
2.4 Place the completed form in the individual’s record; and
2.5 If required by Arkansas Health Network procedure, send a copy of the completed form
to the department responsible for access to health records.
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations, including
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 associated with an Individual’s right to
amend his/her Protected Health Information maintained in a Designated Record Set.
The Arkansas Health Network permits an Individual (i.e., patient, resident or client) to request an
amendment to his/her Designated Record Set, if the Individual disputes that Protected Health
Information (PHI) maintained in the Designated Record Set is incomplete or inaccurate.
The Arkansas Health Network may deny an Individual’s request to amend his/her Designated
Record Set with or without review if the specific circumstances outlined in the Arkansas Health
Network procedures are followed.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Policy.

PROCEDURES
Request for Amendment of PHI


An Individual may request an amendment to his/her Designated Record Set if the Individual
disputes the PHI maintained in the Designated Record Set are incomplete or inaccurate.
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Open Designated Record Set
o If the Individual has an Open Designated Record Set (Individual is currently receiving
inpatient, outpatient or resident health care), the Individual may approach the author of the
entry, refer to the entry in question, and ask the author to correct or clarify the entry.
o The author of the entry may add a progress note to clarify the entry’s content and
document the Individual’s request.
o If the author agrees with amending the entry, the Individual should be notified that the
request has been accepted and amendment made.
o If the author does not agree with amending the entry, the Individual should be instructed
to follow the procedure to request an amendment of Health Information.



Designated Record Set
o When an Individual requests an amendment to his/her PHI in a Designated Record Set,
he/she should be instructed to:
o Contact the designated department to obtain a Arkansas Health Network Request for
Amendment of Protected Health Information (PHI) Form;
o Request assistance in completing the Request for Amendment of PHI Form, if needed;
and
o Submit a completed Request for Amendment of PHI Form to the designated department.



When the Arkansas Health Network receives a Request for Amendment of PHI Form,
designated staff:
o Notifies the attending or treating physician and/or the health care provider who authored
the entry that the Individual has made a request for an amendment.
o Reviews the request to determine whether to grant or deny the Individual’s request to
amend.
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The request may be denied if the PHI that is the subject of the request:
o Was not created by the Arkansas Health Network ;
o Is not part of the Individual’s Designated Record Set;
o Is not available for access and inspection (refer to the Privacy Policy No. 2, Access to the
Designated Record Set); or
o Is reasonably accurate and complete.



Designated staff processes the request within sixty (60) days. The Arkansas Health Network
may utilize a one-time extension of up to thirty (30) days to act on a request if the
Individual is notified in writing of the delay and the notification includes the date by
which the Arkansas Health Network will provide a response to the request.

Approval of Request for Amendment


The designated staff consults with the attending physician or other health care professional as
necessary to determine whether the amendment should be granted or denied. If a request is
granted, designated staff take the following actions:
o Follows the Arkansas Health Network’s record amendment process by identifying records
that are affected by the amendment and appending the amendment or providing a
link to the location of the amendment;
o Informs the Individual that the amendment is approved in a timely manner;
o Obtains the Individual’s assistance as necessary to identify persons with whom the
amendment needs to be shared, and obtain the Individual’s agreement to have the
Arkansas Health Network notify such person(s); and
o Makes reasonable efforts to inform and provide the amendment to person(s) identified by
the Individual and person(s), including Business Associates that have the PHI that is the
subject of the amendment.
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Denial of the Request for Amendment


If the requested amendment is denied, designated staff provides the Individual with a timely
written denial letter containing:
o Reason for the denial;
o Statement of the Individual’s right to submit a written statement disagreeing with the
denial and information on how to file such a statement. The Arkansas Health Network
may reasonably limit the length of a statement to a specific word count;
o Statement that if the Individual does not submit a statement of disagreement, he/she may
still ask that the request for amendment and the denial be attached to the relevant portions
of the Individual’s Designated Record Set and included with any future disclosures of the
Individual’s PHI; and
o Information on how the Individual may make a complaint to the Arkansas Health
Network, including the name or title and telephone number of a designated contact
person, or to the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services.

Individual’s Statement of Disagreement


An Individual has the right to submit a written statement of disagreement with the Arkansas
Health Network decision to deny all or part of a requested amendment. The Arkansas Health
Network may reasonably limit the length of the statement.



The Arkansas Health Network may prepare a written rebuttal to a statement of disagreement.
The Arkansas Health Network provides the Individual with a copy of the written rebuttal.

Recordkeeping


The Arkansas Health Network appends or provides a link to an Individual’s request for
amendment, any denial, statement of disagreement or rebuttal, to the Designated Record Set
that is subject to the disputed amendment.
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The Arkansas Health Network must include the Individual’s request for amendment and any
denial, statement of disagreement or rebuttal with any subsequent disclosure of PHI
related to the request for amendment. If a subsequent disclosure includes a transaction that
does not permit the additional material to be included, it may be sent separately to the
recipient of the standard transaction.



Copies of the completed amendment are provided to the Arkansas Health Network ’s
Business Associates and others who have PHI impacted by the amendment.



Sample methods to assist with documentation include:
o Maintenance of a Business Associate Amendment Log
o Amendment Notification Confirmation Log

Receipt of PHI from Another Covered Entity


When another Covered Entity notifies the Arkansas Health Network of an amendment to an
Individual’s PHI, the Arkansas Health Network follows the procedures outlined in this Policy
for acceptance of an amendment.

Documentation
The Arkansas Health Network maintains all documentation regarding requests for amendment of
Health Information for a minimum of six (6) years.

ATTACHMENT


Request for Amendment of Protected Health Information (PHI) Form

REFERENCES


45 CFR Part 164; Section 164.526 (“Amendment of Protected Health Information”)

Request for Amendment of Protected Health
Information (PHI) Form

Appendix A
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Name of Individual: __________________________ Date of Birth: ____________
Individual Health Record Number: ______________________________________
Mailing Address: ____________________________________________________
Date of Entry to be Amended: __________________________________________
Type of Entry to be Amended: _________________________________________
Please explain how the entry is incorrect of incomplete. What should the entry say to be more
accurate or complete?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Would you like this amendment sent to anyone to whom we may have disclosed the information
in the past? If so, please specify the name and address of the organization or individual.
Name: _________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________

__________________________________________
Signature of Individual or Personal Representative

_____________________
Date

For Arkansas Health Network Use Only:
Date Request Received:
Amendment has been:
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Approved
Denied

Request for Amendment of Protected Health
Information (PHI) Form
Page 2 of 2

If denied, check reason for denial:
PHI was not created by Arkansas Health Network.
PHI is not part of the individual’s designated record set.
PHI is not available to the individual for inspection as required by federal law
(i.e., psychotherapy notes).
PHI is accurate and complete.
Comments of Health Care Provider:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

_______________________________

_____________________

Signature of Health Care Provider

Date
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations, including
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 associated with an Individual’s right to
receive an Accounting of Disclosures of Protected Health Information (“PHI”).
Arkansas Health Network will provide individuals with an Accounting of Disclosures concerning
their PHI when requested. Arkansas Health Network will maintain systems tracking the release,
transfer, provision of access to, or Disclosure of PHI for purposes other than Treatment, Payment,
and Healthcare Operations (TPO) or as authorized by the patient.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Policy.

PROCEDURES
Requirements for an Accounting


The Arkansas Health Network will provide an Individual with an Accounting of Disclosures
of PHI, including Disclosures made by Business Associates on behalf of the Arkansas
Health Network, made up to six (6) years prior to the date on which the accounting was
requested.



An Individual requests an accounting in writing to the designated department using the
Arkansas Health Network Request for Accounting of Disclosures form (see Appendix A).



The Arkansas Health Network will provide an Individual with a requested accounting no
later than 60 days after the receipt of a completed Request for Accounting of Disclosures
form. The Arkansas Health Network is allowed a one-time extension of up to 30 days
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to act on a request, if (a) the Individual is notified in writing of the reason for the delay
(within 60 days of the request) and (b) the notification includes a date by which the
Arkansas Health Network will fulfill the request.


The Arkansas Health Network will determine if an Individual has received an accounting
in the past 12- month period. The first Accounting of Disclosures in a 12-month period to
the Individual is provided free of charge. The Arkansas Health Network may impose a
reasonable, cost-based fee for each subsequent request for an accounting by the same
Individual within a 12-month period. The Arkansas Health Network will inform an
Individual in advance of the fee and provide the Individual with an opportunity to withdraw
or modify the request for the subsequent accounting.



Arkansas Health Network will include the following information for each Disclosure in an
accounting (for exceptions for Research, see Disclosures for Research Purposes below):
o Date of the Disclosure;
o Name of the entity or person who received the PHI and, if known, the address of such
entity or person;
o Brief description of the PHI disclosed; and
o Brief statement of the purpose of the Disclosure that reasonably informs the individual of
the basis for the Disclosure or a copy of a written request for a Disclosure.



An accounting is not required for Disclosures:
o Whereby a completed and valid authorization has already been obtained (See Privacy
Policy No. 1, Uses and Disclosures of Protected Health Information When An
Authorization Is Required);
o To carry out Treatment, Payment or Health Care Operations (TPO) ;
o That are from a Limited Data Set where a Data Use Agreement is in effect;
o To an Individual who requests his or her own PHI;
o For facility directory purposes, or to persons involved in the Individual’s care or other
notification purposes;
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o For national security or intelligence purposes:





To correctional institutions or Law Enforcement Officials who have lawful custody of
an inmate or Individual within a correctional institution; or



That are incidental and are otherwise considered permissible.

If Arkansas Health Network has made multiple Disclosures of PHI to the same person
or entity for a single purpose, the accounting for the multiple Disclosures provides:
o The information required for the first Disclosure during the accounting period;
o The frequency, periodicity, or number of the Disclosures made during the accounting
period; and
o The date of the last such Disclosure during the accounting period.

Delivery of the Accounting
An Accounting of Disclosures may be provided to an Individual using one or more of the following
mediums:


Paper documentation to the designated address on file within the Individual’s medical record;



Paper documentation to an alternative address as requested by the Individual; or



Electronically to an email address provided by the Individual.

Disclosures for Research Purposes


An Accounting for Disclosures of PHI for a particular Research purpose to 50 or more
Individuals may provide:
o The name of the protocol or Research activity;
o A description, in plain language, of the Research protocol or other Research activity,
including the purpose of the Research and the criteria for selecting the particular records;
o A brief description of the type of PHI that was disclosed;
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o The date or period of time during which such Disclosures occurred, or may have occurred,
including the date of the last such Disclosure during the requested accounting period;
o The name, address, and telephone number of the entity that sponsored the Research and of
the researcher to whom the information was disclosed; and
o The statement to the Individual, “Your PHI may or may not have been disclosed for the
particular protocol or Research activity described.”


Upon request of the Individual, the Arkansas Health Network will assist in contacting the
entity that sponsored the Research and the researcher, if the Arkansas Health Network
disclosed PHI for a Research protocol or activity.

Documentation


The Arkansas Health Network will maintain the following documentation for a minimum of six
(6) years:
o The completed Request for Accounting form;
o The information included in an accounting;
o The Accounting of Disclosures that is provided to the Individual; and
o The titles of the persons or offices responsible for receiving and processing requests for an
accounting by Individuals.



Permissible methods of documenting Disclosures include:
o A computerized system that tracks all data disclosed by request type; and
o Accounting of Routine Disclosure form.
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Temporary Suspension of Accounting Rights


The Arkansas Health Network may temporarily suspend an Individual’s right to receive an
Accounting of Disclosures for the time specified if requested by a Health Oversight Agency or
Law Enforcement Official in writing. The agency or official must (a) provide Arkansas
Health Network with a written statement that such an accounting to the Individual would
be reasonably likely to impede the agency's activities and (b) specify the time for which
such a suspension is required.


If the agency or official statement is made verbally, the Arkansas Health Network will:
o Document the statement, including the identity of the agency or official making the
statement;
o Temporarily suspend the Individual’s right to an Accounting of Disclosures subject to the
statement; and
o Limit the temporary suspension to no longer than 30 days from the date of the verbal
statement, unless a written statement is submitted from the Health Oversight Agency or
Law Enforcement Official extending the time.

Manual Procedure for Constructing the Accounting Report:
A completed Request for Accounting of Disclosures form is given to the designated department for
processing. Designated staff will:


Activate an Internal Accounting of Disclosure Request (See Appendix B) document and send
to the applicable departments.
o Designated department staff will return the Internal Accounting of Disclosure Request to
the designated staff member within 14 days.



Review the patient record to account for any additional Disclosures.



Compile Disclosures from applicable departments and provide documentation to the
requesting party.
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ATTACHMENTS




Appendix A: Request for Accounting of Disclosures
Appendix B: Internal Accounting of Disclosure Request
Appendix C: Checklist

REFERENCE


45 CFR Part 160 and 164; sections 164.528 (“Accounting of Disclosures of Protected Health
Information”)

Request for Accounting of Disclosures

APPENDIX A
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Name of Individual:

Date:

Mailing Address:
Alternative Mailing Address:
Telephone:

Medical Record #:
(Optional)
Dates of Accounting Requested:

Date of birth:

Information About Your Access Rights:
You have a right to an accounting of disclosures of protected health information that
Arkansas Health Network has made. This accounting will not include disclosures made for the
following purposes:









When a completed and valid authorization has already been obtained;
To carry out treatment, payment or health care operations;
Requests for your own protected health information;
For directory purposes, to persons involved in your care, or other notification purposes;
For national security or intelligence purposes;
To correctional institutions or law enforcement officials;
That occurred six years prior to the date of this request;
As part of a limited data set.

We will respond to your request for access within 60 days from the time we receive this
completed form. In certain situations we may require additional time to complete your request,
but if we do, we will tell you in writing of the reasons for the delay and the date by which you
will receive the accounting.

9/18/13

Request for Accounting of Disclosures

APPENDIX A
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Charges for Accounting
Your first accounting within a 12-month period is free of charge. Thereafter, there is a fee for
each subsequent request within the 12-month period. You have the opportunity to withdraw or
modify this request in writing in order to avoid or reduce the fee. All fees are requested to be
paid in full by check or money order made out to Arkansas Health Network.
I want this accounting to be in the form of one of the following:
□ Paper (send to address on file or alternate address above if noted)
□ Electronic, include email address:
Where to Submit this Form
You must submit this form to [Insert name of department and contact individual].
By submitting this form, I hereby request Arkansas Health Network to provide me with an
accounting of disclosures of my health information made by Arkansas Health Network.

Signature of Individual or Representative

Date

Form received by (insert staff member name)

Date form received

9/18/13

Internal Processing Document for Accounting of
Disclosure Request
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URGENT – YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS REQUIRED
Attn: [Note to Arkansas Health Network. List& route to the appropriate locations below]









Tumor Registry
Abuse
State reportable diseases
Research
State Maternity
Birth Defects
Ethics Point documentation of Incidental Disclosures

On

[Arkansas Health Network LLC, Health Information Management]
(Date Request Received)

Department was presented with a request for an accounting of disclosures. Per CFR 164.528, of
the HIPAA Privacy Regulations, the compiled listing is due to this patient on

.
(Request Due Date)

To facilitate compliance with this deadline you must return the following information to the HIM Department’s Release
of Information Specialist by

_.
(Date due to HIM)

Per CFR 164.528 for every disclosure you must list:
 Date of the disclosure;
 Name of the entity or person who received the protected health information and, if known, the
 Address of such entity or person;
 Brief description of the protected health information disclosed; and
 Brief statement of the purpose of the disclosure that reasonably informs the individual of the
 Basis for the disclosure.




Yes, I have disclosures and they are attached.
No, I have no pertinent disclosures.

Completed by:
(Associate name)
Return to:
(Associate name)

Medical Records
Internal AOD Processing Check List

APPENDIX C
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Review Medical Records – to determine disclosures to the following:
Look For if:

















FDA -- Device forms
Patient had surgical implant
CME/POISON/FUNERAL HOMES
Release of Body form
DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency)
e.g. Meth. Lab.
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
Received pt. from environmental accident
OSHA (Occupational, Safety and Health Admin.)
Work caused injury
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
Homeland Security Incident
NTSB (National Transportation and Safety Board)
Commercial Vehicle Accident
US Department of Justice
Governmental Security Risk
Health Care oversight agency (CMS, NHHS)
Complaint
Judicial, Administrative proceedings or law
enforcement (for gunshots, in response to
subpoena)
Law Enforcement involvement
NORS (NE Organ Retrieval System)
Death
Military and veterans activities (including armed forces)
Workers’ compensation
Investigators, mental health examiners for court commitment purposes.
Business associates (for non-treatment, payment and operations disclosures)
Ethics Point or other complaint logs

Per CFR 164.528, for every disclosure you must list:
 Date of the disclosure;
 Name of the entity or person who received the protected health information and, if
known, the
 Address of such entity or person;
 Brief description of the protected health information disclosed; and
 Brief statement of the purpose of the disclosure that reasonably informs the
individual of the
 Basis for the disclosure.
REMINDER of right to suspend an AOD – If you are aware of any law enforcement
agent requests, do NOT provide the patient with the AOD information. Immediately
notify the Release of Information Specialist in the Health Information Management
Department.
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network to comply with federal laws and regulations, the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, associated with an Individual’s right to request a
restriction and Confidential Communications by alternative means.
Arkansas Health Network is required to comply with an Individual’s request to restrict
Disclosures of Protected Health Information (PHI) to the Individual’s health plan when:


The protected information pertains to a healthcare item or service which has been paid in full
by the patient or someone other than the health plan.



The Disclosure is for the purpose of Payment or healthcare operations and is not otherwise
required by law. Some state laws and government payers, such as Medicare and Medicaid,
may require that Arkansas Health Network bill and receive cash Payments from a patient
for services over and above any permissible cost sharing amounts. In such circumstances
Arkansas Health Network may deny the request for restriction as Arkansas Health Network
must comply with applicable laws.



If Arkansas Health Network agrees to a requested restriction, Arkansas Health Network must
abide by the terms of the restriction except when the information is required to provide
emergency Treatment to the Individual.

Arkansas Health Network provides an Individual the right to request additional privacy protections,
restrictions and alternative communications for his/her PHI.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Policy.
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PROCEDURES
The following are the required elements for the operational procedures for request for restrictions and
Confidential Communications by alternative means:


An Individual must submit a written request for restrictions to the billing department upon
scheduling or registration for Payment restrictions or Health Information management for
processing other restrictions. (See Appendix A for Request for Restrictions on the Use or
Disclosure of PHI).



The applicable department may utilize the Privacy Officer and the physician or Health Care
Provider (where appropriate), as resources for determining whether to accept or deny the
requested restriction.



The entity should fully determine its ability to meet the request prior to agreeing to any
restriction.



For requests for Confidential Communications by alternative means, Arkansas Health
Network may refuse to accommodate a request for Confidential Communications if:
o The Individual has not specified an alternative address (e.g., place of employment or
post office box) or method of contact (e.g., telephone);
o The Individual has not provided information for how Payment will be handled for
services rendered



Accepting the Request for Restriction of the Use and Disclosure of PHI:
o If the restriction is approved, the Request for Restriction Letter is used to
communicate the acceptance in writing to the Individual. (See Appendix B)
o The Request for Restriction on the Use or Disclosure of PHI Form is filed in the
Medical Record. This documentation must contain the elements of the Designated
Record Sets that are subject to the restriction and the names of department staff who
receive and process the request.
o The applicable department notifies separately, and documents this notification, to all
other departments to which the restriction may apply.
o
o

The applicable department “flags” the Designated Record Set to identify the restriction on Use
and Disclosure of the PHI.
The facility staff is notified of the restriction and abides by the terms of the restriction except
when the information is required to provide emergency Treatment to the Individual.
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o

If facility staff discloses PHI to another Health Care Provider to enable the provider to provide
emergency Treatment, the facility staff will request that the recipient of the Disclosure will not
further use or disclose the information.



Denying the Restriction or Confidential Communication by Alternative Means:
If the restriction is denied, the Request for Restriction Letter is used to communicate the denial in
writing to the Individual. (See Appendices B and C, Request for Restriction Letter and Sample
Language When Denying a Requested Restriction or Confidential Communications by Alternative
Means)



Terminating Agreement to a Restriction or Confidential Communication by Alternative Means:
o
o
o



The Individual agrees to or requests the termination in writing;
The Individual verbally requests the termination and the verbal agreement is documented by
facility staff and maintained in the Individual’s medical record; or
Designated facility staff determines that termination of an agreed upon restriction is necessary
and notifies the Individual of the termination. The termination is only effective with respect to
PHI created or received after the Individual has been informed of the termination.

Record Retention:

All documentation related to Individual requests for a restriction, including notifications and
denials, is maintained for a minimum of six (6) years or longer in accordance with state law.

ATTACHMENTS





Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:

Request for Restriction on the Use or Disclosure of Your Health Information
Request For Restriction Letter
Sample Language for Denying a Request for Restriction or Confidential
Communications by Alternative Means
Appendix D: Confidential Communications Request Form

REFERENCES:




45 CFR Part 160 and 164; Section 164.522 - “Rights to request privacy protection for protected health
information”
45 CFR Part 160 and 164; 164.502 (c) - “Standard: Uses and disclosures of protected health
information subject to an agreed upon restriction”.
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act – Subtitle D Privacy
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Request for Restriction on the Use or Disclosure of Your Health Information
You have the right to request that Arkansas Health Network restricts the use and disclosure of your
health information for certain aspects of treatment, payment, or our health care operations (See our
Notice of Privacy Practices for more information on these types of uses and disclosures). Some state
laws and government payers, such as Medicare and Medicaid, may require that Arkansas Health
Network bill and receive cash payments from a patient for services over and above any permissible
cost sharing amounts. In such circumstances Arkansas Health Network may deny your request for
restriction as they must comply with applicable laws.
You also have the right to request that Arkansas Health Network restrict the disclosure of your health
information to family members and other people involved with your care, payment for your health
care, or for notification purposes to others outside of Arkansas Health Network.
Arkansas Health Network will evaluate your request and determine if it is reasonable and in the best
interest of your health care to comply with the request. Arkansas Health Network will notify you in
writing of our determination whether or not to grant your request. If your request is granted and you
are in need of emergency treatment, we may end the restriction if the information is needed to
provide your care.
Date of Request: _________________________________
Patient’s Name: ___________________________________ Date of Birth ____________________
Patient Address: ___________________________________ Phone #: ______________________
The restriction is requested for the health information outlined below:
_____________________________________________________________
Do not provide the health information checked above to the following person(s) or
organization:
Names: __________________________________________________________________________
Reason for Restriction: _____________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _______________________
For Internal Use Only
Date form received: _________________

Request for Restrictions and Confidential
Communications
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Restriction: Approved
Denied Reason
___________________________________________
Name and title of staff member who received, approved or denied the request:
____________________________________________ Phone number _______________________

Request for Restrictions and Confidential
Communications
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Request for Restriction Letter
[Insert Facility Name and Logo]
Date:
[Requestor’s Name]:
[Address]:
RE: Request for Restrictions
Dear Requestor:
We have received your request, dated ___________, for restrictions of patient health information.
This request has been reviewed and is:
 Accepted
 Denied, partially or wholly for the following reasons:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
 Restriction Terminated.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Please contact the Privacy Officer or his/her designee with any concerns or questions regarding this
request for restriction process.
Sincerely,

Privacy Officer, CHS St. Vincent, Two St. Vincent Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205 5 0 1 - 5 5 2 - 3 5 5 9

Request for Restrictions and Confidential
Communications
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SAMPLE LANGUAGE FOR DENYING A REQUEST FOR RESTRICTION OR
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS BY ALTERNATIVE MEANS

If a requested restriction is denied, the requestor should be provided with the following statement:
1. “Although you have requested certain restrictions on the use or disclosure of your protected
health information to carry out treatment, payment and health care operations, we are unable to
grant that request. Arkansas Health Network strives to provide the best health care possible and
has determined that in order to provide quality health care to each patient, we cannot agree to
your requested restrictions. Your privacy is important to each employee, volunteer and medical
staff member at Arkansas Health Network. Should you have additional questions, please contact
our Privacy Officer, CHS St. Vincent, Two St. Vincent Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205 5 0 1 552-3559

L/CHI Policies/Privacy/09c Sample Denial Language
110000(9.7)PRIV(Privacy Policy No. 9c 061913) v.1.den
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations associated
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for Business Associates.
Arkansas Health Network may disclose PHI to a Sub-Business Associate (“Sub-BA”) in order for
the Sub-BA to arrange, perform, or assist in the performance of an activity for or on behalf of
Arkansas Health Network. Sub-BAs who receive, Use, obtain, create, transmit, or have Access to
Protected Health Information (PHI) are required to sign an approved Business Associate
Agreement (“BAA”) to ensure that the Sub-BA will appropriately safeguard the PHI. The Sub-BA
agrees to comply with the terms of the BAA.
When Arkansas Health Network performs a function on behalf of another Covered Entity and is
considered a Sub-BA, Arkansas Health Network will comply with the terms of the Covered Entity’s
BAA.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this policy.

PROCEDURES
Satisfactory Assurances
Before any Disclosure of PHI is made to a Sub-BA, Arkansas Health Network requires the SubBA to provide written assurances in the form of a BAA that the Sub-BA will:


Use or Disclose PHI only for the purpose of carrying out the service or activity for or on
behalf of Arkansas Health Network;



Use and Disclose PHI within the terms of the agreement; and



Use or Disclose PHI only as permitted by the agreement or as may be necessary for the SubBA’s business or to carry out its legal responsibilities.
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Business Associate Responsibilities
The Sub-BA is required under HIPAA and the HITECH Act to implement administrative,
physical, and technical safeguards that reasonably and appropriately protect the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of PHI that it creates, receives, maintains, and transmits on behalf of
Arkansas Health Network. The Sub-BA is required under HIPAA and the HITECH Act and the
BAA to:


Review and modify security measures as needed to ensure the continued provision of
reasonable and appropriate protection of electronic PHI and update documentation of such
security measures accordingly.



To obtain written BAAs with Subcontractors that create, receive, maintain, or transmit
electronic PHI. Arkansas Health Network is not required to enter into a BAA with the SubBA’s Subcontractors.



Report to Arkansas Health Network any security incident, including Breaches of
Unsecured PHI. Subcontractors of the Sub-BA must report any security incidents or
Breaches of Unsecured PHI to the Sub-BA that holds its contract. Arkansas Health Network
maintains responsibility for notification to Individuals of Breaches by a Sub-BA and its
contractors and Subcontractors.



Make available to Arkansas Health Network and the Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services its internal practices, books, and records relating to the Use
and Disclosure of PHI for purposes of determining Arkansas Health Network’s compliance
with the Privacy and Security Regulations. Sub-BA shall immediately notify Arkansas
Health Network of any requests made by the Secretary and provide Arkansas Health
Network with copies of any documents produced in response to such request.



Report to Arkansas Health Network any unauthorized Use or Disclosure or security incident of
PHI.



Require the same restrictions for its agents and Subcontractors.



Make available to Arkansas Health Network information on an Individual’s right to
Access, amend and receive an Accounting Of Disclosures of his/her PHI in the form or
format requested by the Individuals (if it is readily producible in such form or format), a
readable hard copy form, or as agreed upon;.
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Implement a process that allows for an accounting to be collected and maintained for any
Disclosure of PHI for which Arkansas Health Network is required to maintain. Sub-BA
shall include in the accounting: (a) the date of the Disclosure; (b) the name, and address if
known, of the entity or person who received the PHI; (c) a brief description of the PHI
disclosed; and (d) a brief statement of the purpose of the Disclosure. For each Disclosure
that requires an accounting under this section, Sub-BA shall document the information
specified in (a) through (d), above, and shall securely retain this documentation for six (6) years
from the date of the Disclosure.



Is subject to prohibition of the sale of PHI for Financial Remuneration.

A person becomes a Sub-BA by definition and the determination of a Sub-BA relationship may
be made whether or not a written contract or agreement is in place. Sub-BAs are required to comply
with the relevant parts of the HIPAA Privacy & Security Rule applicable to Sub-BAs and Sub-BAs
may be directly liable under HIPAA for:







Impermissible Uses and Disclosures
Failure to provide Breach notification to the Covered Entity
Failure to provide Access to a copy of electronic Protected Health Information either to the
Covered Entity or Individuals
Failure to Disclose PHI to the Secretary as required to investigate or determine the
Sub-BA compliance
Failure to provide an Accounting of Disclosures
Failure to comply with the HIPAA Security Rule.

Reporting Unauthorized Uses and Disclosures of PHI to Arkansas Health Network
The Sub-BA is required to report the following:


Each Access, acquisition, Use, or Disclosure that is made by Sub-BA, its
employees, representatives, agents, or Subcontractors but is not specifically permitted by the
BAA;



Any security incident of which the Sub-BA becomes aware. A security incident means
the attempted, or successful unauthorized Access, acquisition, Use, Disclosure,
modification, or destruction of information, or interference with the system operation of an
information system; or
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A Breach of Unsecured PHI

The Sub-BA is required under the BAA to:


Notify Arkansas Health Network’s Privacy Official by telephone call within t h e t i m e
p e r i o d s e t f o r t h i n t h e B A A following the first day on which Sub-BA knows of such
Breach.



Provide a full written report to Arkansas Health Network’s Privacy Official within the
time period set forth in the BAA . Sub-BA shall include the following in the written
report:
o Provide other information the [INSERT COVERED ENTITY NAME] may reasonably
request.

Termination of Business Associate Agreement
Upon termination or expiration of an Agreement, Sub-BA shall either return or destroy all PHI in
its possession or control to the A r k a n s a s H e a l t h N e t w o r k . However, if either return or
destruction of PHI is not feasible, A r k a n s a s H e a l t h N e t w o r k may retain PHI
provided that Sub-BA (a) continues to comply with the provisions of this Agreement for as long
as it retains PHI, and (b) limits further Uses and Disclosures of PHI to those purposes that make the
return or destruction of PHI infeasible.
Arkansas Health Network has the right to terminate the agreement if the Sub-BA has violated a
material term of the agreement.
Document Retention
Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall maintain the list of Sub-BAs. Sub-BA shall maintain
all documentation required by the Privacy and Security Regulations for a period of six (6) years.
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Arkansas Health Network As the Business Associate
Under certain circumstances Arkansas Health Network may be a Sub-BA of another Covered
Entity when the other Covered Entity is delegating a function to Arkansas Health Network such
as case management, provider credentialing or training of medical students. When another Covered
Entity asserts that Arkansas Health Network is its Sub-BA, Arkansas Health Network staff shall
obtain a written explanation from that Covered Entity justifying its designation of Arkansas
Health Network as its Sub-BA and any BAA provided by the outside Covered Entity. Before
signing the BAA, CHI Legal Services must review and approve the BAA.

ATTACHMENTS


Business Associate Agreement Template for CHI Covered Entity



Business Associate Agreement Template for MBO Covered Entity

REFERENCES


45 CFR 164.314(a)(1) – Business associate contract or other arrangements

BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT
This Business Associate Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into effective as of the
day of
, 201 (the “Effective Date”), by and between Arkansas Health
Network, with a principal business address of [INSERT ACO ADDRESS], (“Covered Entity”) and
, with a principal business address of
(“Business Associate”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the parties have entered into a business relationship whether by contract,
commercial course of dealing, or otherwise, whereby Business Associate provides services to Covered
Entity and Business Associate receives, has access to, creates, maintains, or transmits protected health
information in order to provide those services; and
WHEREAS, Catholic Health Initiatives, as the Sole Corporate Member, or who manages or
controls certain healthcare facilities which are covered entities as defined by the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”), is acting on behalf of the covered entities
(hereinafter Catholic Health Initiatives shall be referred to as a “Covered Entity”);
WHEREAS, Covered Entity and Business Associate intend to protect the privacy and provide for
the security of protected health information disclosed to Business Associate in compliance with HIPAA,
the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (the “HITECH Act”), and
regulations promulgated thereunder, and as may be amended from time to time (collectively the “Privacy
and Security Regulations”), and other applicable laws; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Privacy and Security Regulations, Covered Entity and
Business Associate are required to enter into a contract containing specific requirements as set forth in the
Privacy and Security Regulations;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and for other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1.1.

Definitions
1.2.
“Breach” means the unauthorized acquisition, access, use, or disclosure of protected
health information not permitted by the Privacy and Security Regulations and which
compromises the security or privacy of the protected health information.
1.3.
“Designated Record Set” means a group of records maintained by or for a covered entity
that is: (i) the medical records and billing records about individuals maintained by or for a
covered health care provider; (ii) the enrollment, payment, claims adjudication, and case or
medical management record systems maintained by or for a health plan; or (iii) used, in whole or
in part, by or for the covered entity to make decisions about individuals. For purposes of this
paragraph, the term “record” means any item, collection, or grouping of information that includes
protected health information and is maintained, collected, used, or disseminated by or for a
covered entity.
1.4.
“Disclose” and “Disclosure” mean, with respect to protected health information, the
release, transfer, provision of access to, or divulging in any other manner of protected health
information outside Business Associate’s internal operations.
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1.5.
“Electronic protected health information” means protected health information that is
transmitted by electronic media (as defined by the Privacy and Security Regulations) or is
maintained in electronic media. By example, Electronic protected health information may be
transmitted and maintained on devices such as cell phones, PDAs, text pagers, and USB static
discs.
1.6.
“Protected Health Information” or “PHI” means protected health information, including
demographic information, that (i) relates to the past, present, or future physical or mental health
or condition of an individual; the provision of health care to an individual, or the past, present, or
future payment for the provision of health care to an individual; (ii) identifies the individual (or
for which there is a reasonable basis for believing that the information can be used to identify the
individual); and (iii) is received by Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity, or is
created by Business Associate, or is made accessible to Business Associate by Covered Entity.
PHI includes, without limitation, Electronic PHI.
1.7.
“Privacy Rule” means the Standards of Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Subparts 160 and 164, A and E.
1.8.
“Security Rule” means the Standards for the Security of Electronic Protected Health
Information at 45C.F.R. part 164, Subparts A and C.
1. 8. “Secretary” means the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services
or his or her designee.
1. 9. “Services” means those activities, functions, or services that Business Associate provides
for, or on behalf of Covered Entity.
1.10. “Subcontractor” means a person to whom a business associate delegates a function,
activity, or service, other than in the capacity of member of the workforce of such business
associate.
1.11. “Unsecured PHI” means PHI that is not rendered unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable
to unauthorized persons through use of a technology or methodology specified by the Secretary in
guidance issued under Section 13402(h)(2) the HITECH Act.
1.12. “Use” or “Uses” mean, with respect to PHI, the sharing, employment, application,
utilization, examination, or analysis of such PHI within Business Associate’s internal operations.
1.13. Terms used but not otherwise defined in this Agreement shall have the same meaning as
those terms in the Privacy and Security Regulations.
2.1.
Assurances by Business Associate Regarding PHI.
Business Associate warrants that it shall
comply with relevant portions of the Privacy and Security Regulations as those regulations apply to
business associates and business associate subcontractors. More specifically, and insofar that Business
Associate has access to, has been provided with, maintains, transmits, or will be creating PHI regarding
Covered Entity’s patients, Business Associate warrants and agrees as follows:
2.2.
Permitted Uses and Disclosures of PHI. Business Associate shall Use and Disclose PHI
in the amount minimally necessary to perform the Services for or on behalf of Covered Entity, provided
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that such Use or Disclosure would not violate the Privacy and Security Regulations if done by Covered
Entity. Further, Business Associate:
2.2.1.

shall Disclose PHI to Covered Entity upon request; or

2.2.2. may Use PHI as necessary for the proper management and administration of its
business or to carry out its legal responsibilities. Business Associate may also Use and Disclose PHI if:
2.2.2.1. the Disclosure is required by law, or
2.2.2.2. Business Associate obtains reasonable assurance from the person to
whom the PHI is Disclosed that the PHI will be held confidentially and Used or further Disclosed only as
required by law or for the purpose for which it was Disclosed to the person, and the person agrees to
notify Business Associate of any instances of which the person is aware in which the confidentiality of
the PHI has been breached.
Business Associate shall not Use or Disclose PHI for any other purpose.
2.2
Prohibition on the Sale of PHI. Business Associate shall not directly or indirectly receive
remuneration in exchange for any of Covered Entity’s PHI unless Covered Entity or Business Associate
obtain a valid, signed authorization from the individual whose PHI is at issue and that specifies whether
the PHI can be further exchanged for remuneration by the entity receiving the PHI, except as otherwise
permitted by the Privacy and Security Regulations.
2.3.

Adequate Safeguards for PHI.

2.3.1. Business Associate shall implement and maintain appropriate safeguards to
prevent the Use or Disclosure of PHI in any manner other than permitted by this Agreement.
2.3.2. Business Associate shall implement administrative, physical, and technical
safeguards set forth in the Security Regulations that reasonably and appropriately protect the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of Electronic PHI that it creates, receives, maintains, or
transmits on behalf of Covered Entity.
2.3.3. Business Associate shall maintain policies and procedures, conduct ongoing risk
assessment and risk management of its security program, identify a security official, and train and
discipline its work force in compliance with the relevant portions of the Privacy and Security Regulations.
Business Associate agrees to make its policies and procedures, risk assessments, and training and
education documents available to Covered Entity upon Covered Entity’s request.
2.4.
Implementation of Red Flags Identity Theft Prevention Program. To the extent that
Business Associate’s Services provided for or on behalf of Covered Entity include regularly extending,
renewing, or continuing credit to individuals, or regularly allowing individuals to defer payment for
services, including setting up payment plans in connection with one or more covered accounts, as the term
is defined by the Federal Trade Commission’s Red Flag Rules, Business Associate warrants that it shall
comply with the Red Flag Rules and, specifically, have in place and implement a written identity theft
prevention program designed to identify, detect, mitigate, and respond to suspicious activities that could
indicate that identity theft has occurred in Business Associate’s business practice.
2.5.
Availability of Internal Practices, Books and Records to Government Agencies. Business
Associate agrees to make its internal practices, policies and procedures, books, and records relating to the
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Use and Disclosure of PHI available to the Secretary for purposes of determining Covered Entity’s
compliance with the Privacy and Security Regulations. Business Associate shall immediately notify
Covered Entity of any requests made by the Secretary and provide Covered Entity with copies of any
documents produced in response to such request.
2.6.

Access to PHI.

2.6.1. Business Associate shall make PHI maintained by Business Associate in a
designated record set available to Covered Entity, or as directed by Covered Entity, to the individual
identified as being entitled to access and copy that PHI, within the time frame and in a manner specified
by Covered Entity.
2.6.2. If Business Associate uses or maintains Electronic PHI, Business Associate must
provide access to such PHI in an electronic format if so requested by an individual if the PHI is readily
producible in such form or format; or if not, in a readable copy form or such other form and format as
agreed by the individual, Covered Entity, and Business Associate.
2.7.
Amendment of PHI. Business Associate shall make PHI maintained by Business
Associate in a designated record set available to Covered Entity for the purpose of amendment and
incorporating such amendments into PHI within the time and in such a manner specified by Covered
Entity.
2.8.
Accounting of Disclosures. Upon Covered Entity’s request, Business Associate shall
provide to Covered Entity an accounting of each Disclosure of PHI made by Business Associate or its
employees, agents, representatives, or subcontractors.
2.8.1. Business Associate shall implement a process that allows for an accounting to be
collected and maintained for any Disclosure of PHI for which Covered Entity is required to maintain.
Business Associate shall include in the accounting: (a) the date of the Disclosure; (b) the name, and
address if known, of the entity or person who received the PHI; (c) a brief description of the PHI
disclosed; and (d) a brief statement of the purpose of the Disclosure. For each Disclosure that requires an
accounting under this section, Business Associate shall document the information specified in (a) through
(d), above, and shall securely retain this documentation for six (6) years from the date of the Disclosure.
2.8.2. For repetitive Disclosures of Covered Entity’s PHI that Business Associate makes
for a single purpose to the same person or entity, the Disclosure information that Business Associate must
record is either the Disclosure information specified above for each accountable Disclosure, or (a) the
Disclosure information specified above for the first of the repetitive accountable Disclosure; (b) the
frequency, periodicity, or number of the repetitive accountable Disclosures; and (c) the date of the last of
the repetitive accountable Disclosures.
2.9.

Reporting Breaches, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of PHI, and Security Incidents.
2.9.1.

Business Associate shall report to Covered Entity:
2.9.1.1.

A Breach of PHI;

2.9.1.2 Each access, acquisition, Use, or Disclosure of PHI that is made by
Business Associate, its employees, representatives, agents, or subcontractors that is not specifically
permitted by this Agreement; or
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2.9.1.3. Any security incident of which it becomes aware. A Security Incident
means the attempted, or successful unauthorized access, acquisition, Use, Disclosure, modification, or
destruction of information, or interference with the system operation of an information system.
2.9.1.4. Business Associate shall notify Covered Entity of Business Associate’s
subcontractor or agent’s Breach, Disclosure of PHI, or any Security Incident involving Covered Entity’s
PHI.
2.9.2.

Business Associate’s Notice to Covered Entity

2.9.2.1. Business Associate shall notify Covered Entity’s Privacy Official by
telephone call without unreasonable delay within three (3) business days on which Business Associate
knows of such Breach, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure, or Security Incident, or by exercising reasonable
diligence would have been known to Business Associate. Business Associate shall notify Covered Entity
of all Breaches, even if Business Associate determines there is a low probability that the PH has been
compromised based on its risk assessment.
2.9.2.2.
Business Associate shall provide a full written report to Covered
Entity’s Privacy Official within five (5) business days of verbal notice. Business Associate shall include
the following in the written report:
2.9.2.2.1. The nature of the Breach, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of
PHI, or Security Incident, which will include a description of what occurred, including the date of the
Breach and the date of the discovery of the Breach and whether the PHI was actually acquired or
reviewed;
2.9.2.2.2 The Covered Entity’s PHI that was subject to the Breach,
Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of PHI, or Security Incident including name, demographic information,
social security number, and other information involved including types of identifiers and likelihood of reidentification;
2.9.2.2.3. Identify who made the Breach, Unauthorized Use or
Disclosure of PHI, or Security Incident and who received the PHI;
2.9.2.2.4. The corrective action or the mitigation effort the Business
Associate took or will take to prevent further Breaches, Unauthorized Uses or Disclosures of PHI, or
Security Incidents;
2.9.2.2.5. The steps the individuals who are the subject of a Breach
should take to protect themselves; and
2.9.2.2.6. Additional information as Covered Entity may reasonably
request.

3.0.

Notices. Any notice required under this Agreement to be given to a party shall be made to:

If to Covered Entity:

If to Business Associate:
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Attention: Privacy Officer
Facsimile No.: (
)

Attention:
Facsimile No.: (

)

4.0.
Mitigation and Cooperation. Business Associate shall mitigate, at Business Associate’s sole cost
and expense, any harmful effect that is known to it for the Breach, or Use, or Disclosure of PHI, by
Business Associate in violation of this Agreement.
Covered Entity shall be solely responsible to conduct a Breach risk assessment to determine whether PHI
has been compromised and notification to individuals is required. Business Associate shall cooperate
with Covered Entity in the notification of individuals as required and in the manner as set forth in the
Privacy and Security Regulations.
5.0.
Remedies in Event of Breach of PHI. In the event of a Breach, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure
of PHI, or Security Incident, by Business Associate, Covered Entity shall be entitled to enjoin and restrain
Business Associate from any continued violation of this Agreement.
5.1
Notification costs related to Breach of PHI. In the event of a Breach of PHI caused by
Business Associate, the costs related to notifying the affected individuals shall be borne by Business
Associate. Such costs, if appropriate and reasonable under the circumstances, may include the actual cost
of notification, setting-up and managing a toll-free number, and credit monitoring.
5.2
Indemnification. Each party shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the other party,
its directors, officers, employees, and agents from and against any and all claims, actions, demands,
liabilities, judgments, losses, damages, penalties, fines, costs, fees, expenses, and reasonable attorney’s
fees (collectively, the “Losses”) that are attributable to the acts or omissions of the indemnifying party or
indemnifying party’s material breach of this Agreement.
6.1.

Covered Entity Obligations. Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of:

6.2. Any limitations in Covered Entity’s notice of privacy practices to the extent that such
limitation may affect Business Associate’s Use or Disclosure of PHI;
6.3. Any changes in, or revocation of, permission by the individual to Use or Disclose PHI, to the
extent that such changes may affect Business Associate’s Use or Disclosure of PHI; and
6.4. Any restriction to the Use or Disclosure of PHI that Covered Entity has agreed to provide to
the individual, to the extent that such restriction may affect the Business Associate’s Use or Disclosure of
PHI.
7.0.
Disposition of PHI Upon Termination or Expiration. Upon termination or expiration of this
Agreement, Business Associate shall either return or destroy, in Covered Entity’s sole discretion and in
accordance with any instructions by Covered Entity, all PHI in the possession or control of Business
Associate and/its subcontractors and agents. However, if either return or destruction of PHI is not
feasible, Business Associate may retain PHI provided that Business Associate (a) continues to comply
with the provisions of this Agreement for as long as it retains PHI, and (b) limits further Uses and
Disclosures of PHI to those purposes that make the return or destruction of PHI infeasible.
8.0.
Document Retention. Business Associate shall maintain all documentation required by the
Privacy and Security Regulations for a period of six (6) years.
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9.0.
Conflict. In the event there is a conflict between the language of this Agreement and the
underlying services agreement between the parties, the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall
control.
10.0.

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. There are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement.

11.0. Independent Contractor. Covered Entity and Business Associate expressly acknowledge and
agree that Business Associate is an independent contractor and shall not for any purpose be deemed to be
an agent, employee, servant, partner, or joint venture of Covered Entity.
12.0. Use of Subcontractors and Agents. . Business Associate agrees to ensure that any subcontractors
and agents that create, receive, maintain, or transmit Covered Entity’s PHI on behalf of Business
Associate agree in writing to the same restrictions and conditions that apply through this Agreement to
Business Associate with respect to such information. Business Associate agrees to ensure any such
subcontractor or agent agrees to implement reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect Covered
Entity’s Electronic PHI.
13.0. Term and Termination. The term of this Agreement shall be the same as the term of the
underlying services agreement. In addition to and notwithstanding the termination provisions set forth in
the underlying services agreement, both this Agreement and the underlying services agreement may be
terminated by Covered Entity immediately and without penalty upon written notice by Covered Entity to
Business Associate if Covered Entity determines, in its sole discretion, that Business Associate has
violated any material term of this Agreement. The terms and conditions under this Agreement shall
survive the expiration or termination of the underlying services agreement.
14.0. Interpretation. Any ambiguity in this Agreement shall be resolved to permit the parties to comply
with the Privacy and Security Regulations.
15.0
Enforcement. Business Associate acknowledges that, in the event it, or its subcontractors, violates
any applicable provision of the Security Regulation or any term of this Agreement that would constitute a
violation of the Privacy Rule, Business Associate will be subject to and will be directly liable for any and
all civil and criminal penalties that may result from Business Associate or its subcontractors’ violation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement effective as of the
date stated above.
Covered Entity:

Business Associate:

By:

By:
Title:

Title:

Dated:

Dated:
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BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT
This Sub-Contractor Business Associate Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into effective as
of the
day of _________________ 20___ (the “Effective Date”), by and
between Arkansas Health Network with a principal business address of 2 St. Vincent Circle, Little
Rock, AR 72205, (“ACO”) and
, with a principal business address of
(“Sub-Business Associate”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the parties have entered into a business relationship whether by contract,
commercial course of dealing, or otherwise, whereby Business Associate provides services to ACO
and Business Associate receives, has access to, creates, maintains, or transmits protected health
information in order to provide those services; and
WHEREAS, Arkansas Health Network provides services to certain covered entities
under a written agreement, where ACO is a “business associate” as defined by the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, as amended (“HIPAA”);
WHEREAS, ACO and Sub-Business Associate intend to protect the privacy and provide for the
security of protected health information disclosed to Sub-Business Associate in compliance with
HIPAA, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (the “HITECH
Act”), and regulations promulgated thereunder, and as may be amended from time to time (collectively
the “Privacy and Security Regulations”), and other applicable laws; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Privacy and Security Regulations, ACO and SubBusiness Associate are required to enter into a contract containing specific requirements as set forth in the
Privacy and Security Regulations;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and for other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
1.1.

Definitions
1.2.
“Breach” means the unauthorized acquisition, access, use, or disclosure of protected
health information not permitted by the Privacy and Security Regulations and which
compromises the security or privacy of the protected health information.
1.3.
“Designated Record Set” means a group of records maintained by or for a covered entity
that is: (i) the medical records and billing records about individuals maintained by or for a
covered health care provider; (ii) the enrollment, payment, claims adjudication, and case or
medical management record systems maintained by or for a health plan; or (iii) used, in whole or
in part, by or for the covered entity to make decisions about individuals. For purposes of this
paragraph, the term “record” means any item, collection, or grouping of information that includes
protected health information and is maintained, collected, used, or disseminated by or for a
covered entity.
1.4.
“Disclose” and “Disclosure” mean, with respect to protected health information, the
release, transfer, provision of access to, or divulging in any other manner of protected health
information outside Sub-Business Associate’s internal operations.
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1.5.
“Electronic protected health information” means protected health information that is
transmitted by electronic media (as defined by the Privacy and Security Regulations) or is
maintained in electronic media. By example, Electronic protected health information may be
transmitted and maintained on devices such as cell phones, PDAs, text pagers, and USB static
discs.
1.6.
“Protected Health Information” or “PHI” means protected health information, including
demographic information, that (i) relates to the past, present, or future physical or mental health
or condition of an individual; the provision of health care to an individual, or the past, present, or
future payment for the provision of health care to an individual; (ii) identifies the individual (or
for which there is a reasonable basis for believing that the information can be used to identify the
individual); and (iii) is received by Sub-Business Associate from or on behalf of ACO, or is
created by Sub-Business Associate, or is made accessible to Sub-Business Associate by ACO.
PHI includes, without limitation, Electronic PHI.
1.7.
“Privacy Rule” means the Standards of Privacy of Individually Identifiable Health
Information at 45 C.F.R. Subparts 160 and 164, A and E.
1.8.
“Security Rule” means the Standards for the Security of Electronic Protected Health
Information at 45C.F.R. part 164, Subparts A and C.
1. 8. “Secretary” means the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services
or his or her designee.
1. 9. “Services” means those activities, functions, or services that Sub-Business Associate
provides for, or on behalf of ACO.
1.10. “Subcontractor” means a person to whom a business associate delegates a function,
activity, or service, other than in the capacity of member of the workforce of such business
associate.
1.11. “Unsecured PHI” means PHI that is not rendered unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable
to unauthorized persons through use of a technology or methodology specified by the Secretary in
guidance issued under Section 13402(h)(2) the HITECH Act.
1.12. “Use” or “Uses” mean, with respect to PHI, the sharing, employment, application,
utilization, examination, or analysis of such PHI within Sub-Business Associate’s internal
operations.
1.13. Terms used but not otherwise defined in this Agreement shall have the same meaning as
those terms in the Privacy and Security Regulations.
2.1.
Assurances by Sub-Business Associate Regarding PHI. Sub-Business Associate warrants that it
shall comply with relevant portions of the Privacy and Security Regulations as those regulations
apply to business associates and business associate subcontractors. More specifically, and insofar that
Sub-Business Associate has access to, has been provided with, maintains, transmits, or will be creating
PHI regarding ACO’s patients, Sub-Business Associate warrants and agrees as follows:
2.2.
Permitted Uses and Disclosures of PHI. Sub-Business Associate shall Use and Disclose
PHI in the amount minimally necessary to perform the Services for or on behalf of ACO, provided that
such Use or Disclosure would not violate the Privacy and Security Regulations if done by ACO.
Further, Sub-Business Associate :
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2.2.1.

shall Disclose PHI to ACO upon request; or

2.2.2. may Use PHI as necessary for the proper management and administration of its
business or to carry out its legal responsibilities. Sub-Business Associate may also Use and Disclose PHI
if:
2.2.2.1. the Disclosure is required by law, or
2.2.2.2. Sub-Business Associate o b t a i n s reasonable assurance from the
person to whom the PHI is Disclosed that the PHI will be held confidentially and Used or further
Disclosed only as required by law or for the purpose for which it was Disclosed to the person, and the
person agrees to notify Sub-Business Associate of any instances of which the person is aware in which
the confidentiality of the PHI has been breached.
Sub-Business Associate shall not Use or Disclose PHI for any other purpose.
2.2
Prohibition on the Sale of PHI. Sub-Business Associate shall not directly or indirectly
receive remuneration in exchange for any of ACO’s PHI unless ACO or Sub-Business Associate
o b t a i n a valid, signed authorization from the individual whose PHI is at issue and that specifies
whether the PHI can be further exchanged for remuneration by the entity receiving the PHI, except as
otherwise permitted by the Privacy and Security Regulations.
2.3.

Adequate Safeguards for PHI.

2.3.1. Sub-Business Associate shall implement and maintain appropriate safeguards to
prevent the Use or Disclosure of PHI in any manner other than permitted by this Agreement.
2.3.2. Sub-Business Associate shall implement administrative, physical, and technical
safeguards set forth in the Security Regulations that reasonably and appropriately protect the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of Electronic PHI that it creates, receives, maintains, or
transmits on behalf of ACO.
2.3.3. Sub-Business Associate shall maintain policies and procedures, conduct ongoing
risk assessment and risk management of its security program, identify a security official, train and
discipline its work force in compliance with the relevant portions of the Privacy and Security Regulations.
Sub-Business Associate a g r e e s to make its policies and procedures, risk assessments, and
training and education documents available to ACO upon ACO’s request.
2.4.
Implementation of Red Flags Identity Theft Prevention Program. To the extent that
Sub-Business Associate ’s Services provided for or on behalf of ACO include regularly extending,
renewing, or continuing credit to individuals, or regularly allowing individuals to defer payment for
services, including setting up payment plans in connection with one or more covered accounts, as the term
is defined by the Federal Trade Commission’s Red Flag Rules, Sub-Business Associate warrants that it
shall comply with the Red Flag Rules and, specifically, have in place and implement a written identity
theft prevention program designed to identify, detect, mitigate, and respond to suspicious activities that
could indicate that identity theft has occurred in Sub-Business Associate ’s business practice.
2.5.
Availability of Internal Practices, Books and Records to Government Agencies. SubBusiness Associate agrees to make its internal practices, policies and procedures, books, and records
relating to the Use and Disclosure of PHI available to the Secretary for purposes of determining
ACO’s compliance with the Privacy and Security Regulations.
Sub-Business Associate shall
immediately notify
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ACO of any requests made by the Secretary and provide ACO with copies of any documents produced
in response to such request.
2.6.

Access to PHI.

2.6.1. Sub-Business Associate shall make PHI maintained by Sub-Business Associate
in a designated record set available to ACO, or as directed by ACO, to the individual identified as
being entitled to access and copy that PHI, within the time frame and in a manner specified by ACO.
2.6.2. If Sub-Business Associate uses or maintains Electronic PHI, Sub-Business
Associate must provide access to such PHI in an electronic format if so requested by an individual if
the PHI is readily producible in such form or format; or if not, in a readable copy form or such other
form and format as agreed by the individual, ACO, and Sub-Business Associate .
2.7.
Amendment of PHI. Sub-Business Associate shall make PHI maintained by SubBusiness Associate in a designated record set available to ACO for the purpose of amendment and
incorporating such amendments into PHI within the time and in such a manner specified by ACO.
2.8.
Accounting of Disclosures. Upon ACO’s request, Sub-Business Associate s h a l l
provide to ACO an accounting of each Disclosure of PHI made by Sub-Business Associate or its
employees, agents, representatives, or subcontractors.
2.8.1. Sub-Business Associate shall implement a process that allows for an accounting
to be collected and maintained for any Disclosure of PHI for which ACO is required to maintain.
Sub-Business Associate shall include in the accounting: (a) the date of the Disclosure; (b) the name,
and address if known, of the entity or person who received the PHI; (c) a brief description of the
PHI disclosed; and (d) a brief statement of the purpose of the Disclosure. For each Disclosure that
requires an accounting under this section, Sub-Business Associate shall document the information
specified in (a) through (d), above, and shall securely retain this documentation for six (6) years from the
date of the Disclosure.
2.8.2. For repetitive Disclosures of ACO’s PHI that Sub-Business Associate makes for a
single purpose to the same person or entity, the Disclosure information that Sub-Business Associate must
record is either the Disclosure information specified above for each accountable Disclosure, or (a) the
Disclosure information specified above for the first of the repetitive accountable Disclosure; (b) the
frequency, periodicity, or number of the repetitive accountable Disclosures; and (c) the date of the last of
the repetitive accountable Disclosures.
2.9.

Reporting Breaches, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of PHI, and Security Incidents.
2.9.1.

Sub-Business Associate shall report to ACO:
2.9.1.1.

A Breach of PHI;

2.9.1.2 Each access, acquisition, Use, or Disclosure of PHI that is made by
Sub-Business Associate , its employees, representatives, agents, or subcontractors that is not
specifically permitted by this Agreement; or
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2.9.1.3. Any security incident of which it becomes aware. A Security Incident
means the attempted, or successful unauthorized access, acquisition, Use, Disclosure, modification, or
destruction of information, or interference with the system operation of an information system.
2.9.1.4 Sub-Business Associate shall notify ACO of Sub-Business Associate ’s
subcontractor or agent’s Breach of PHI, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of PHI, or any Security Incident
involving ACO’s PHI as set forth in Section 2.9.2 below.
2.9.2.

Sub-Business Associate ’s Notice to ACO

2.9.2.1. Sub-Business Associate shall notify ACO’s Privacy Official by
telephone call without unreasonable delay within three (3) business days on which Sub-Business
Associate knows of such Breach, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure, or Security Incident, or by exercising
reasonable diligence would have been known to Sub-Business Associate . Sub-Business Associate shall
notify ACO of all Breaches, even if Sub-Business Associate determines there is a low probability that
the PH has been compromised based on its risk assessment.
2.9.2.2.
Sub-Business Associate s h a l l provide a full written report to
ACO’s Privacy Official within five (5) business days of verbal notice. Sub-Business Associate shall
include the following in the written report:
2.9.2.2.1. The nature of the Breach or Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of
PHI, or Security Incident, which will include a description of what occurred, including the date of the
Breach and the date of the discovery of the Breach and whether the PHI was actually acquired or
reviewed;
2.9.2.2.2. Identify ACO’s PHI that was subject to the Breach,
Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of PHI, or Security Incident including name, demographic information,
social security number, and other information involved including types of identifiers and likelihood of reidentification;
2.9.2.2.3. Identify who made the Breach, Unauthorized Use or
Disclosure of PHI, or Security Incident and who received the PHI;
2.9.2.2.4. The corrective action or mitigation effort the Sub-Business
Associate took or will take to prevent further Breaches, Unauthorized Uses or Disclosures of PHI, or
Security Incidents;
2.9.2.2.5. The steps the individuals who are the subject of a Breach
should take to protect themselves; and
2.9.2.2.6. Additional information as Covered Entity may reasonably
request.

3.0.

Notices. Any notice required under this Agreement to be given to a party shall be made to:
If to ACO:
[Insert ACO NAME and Address]

If to Sub-Business Associate:
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Attention: Privacy Officer
Facsimile No.: (
)

Attention:
Facsimile No.: (

)

4.0.
Mitigation and Cooperation. Sub-Business Associate shall mitigate, at Sub-Business Associate
’s sole cost and expense, any harmful effect that is known to it for the Breach, or Use, or Disclosure
of PHI by Sub-Business Associate in violation of this Agreement.
ACO shall be solely responsible to conduct a Breach risk assessment to determine whether PHI has been
compromised and notification to individuals is required. Sub-Business Associate s h a l l cooperate with
ACO in the notification of individuals as required and in the manner as set forth in the Privacy and
Security Regulations.
5.0.
Remedies in Event of Breach of PHI. In the event of a Breach, Unauthorized Use or Disclosure
of PHI, or Security Incident by Sub-Business Associate, ACO shall be entitled to enjoin and restrain SubBusiness Associate from any continued violation of this Agreement.
5.1
Notification costs related to Breach of PHI. In the event of a Breach of PHI caused by
Sub-Business Associate, the costs related to notifying the affected individuals shall be borne by SubBusiness Associate. Such costs, if appropriate and reasonable under the circumstances, may include the
actual cost of notification, setting-up and managing a toll-free number, and credit monitoring.
5.2
Indemnification. Each party shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the other party,
its directors, officers, employees, and agents from and against any and all claims, actions, demands,
liabilities, judgments, losses, damages, penalties, fines, costs, fees, expenses, and reasonable attorney’s
fees (collectively, the “Losses”) that are attributable to the acts or omissions of the indemnifying party or
indemnifying party’s material breach of this Agreement.
6.1.

ACO Obligations. ACO shall notify Sub-Business Associate of:

6.2. Any limitations in ACO’s notice of privacy practices to the extent that such limitation
may affect Sub-Business Associate ’s Use or Disclosure of PHI;
6.3. Any changes in, or revocation of, permission by the individual to Use or Disclose PHI, to the
extent that such changes may affect Sub-Business Associate ’s Use or Disclosure of PHI; and
6.4. Any restriction to the Use or Disclosure of PHI that ACO has agreed to provide to the
individual, to the extent that such restriction may affect the Sub-Business Associate’s Use or Disclosure of
PHI.
7.0.
Disposition of PHI Upon Termination or Expiration. Upon termination or expiration of this
Agreement, Sub-Business Associate shall either return or destroy, in ACO’s sole discretion and in
accordance with any instructions by ACO, all PHI in the possession or control of Sub-Business
Associate a n d its subcontractors and agents. However, if either return or destruction of PHI is not
feasible, Sub-Business Associate ma y retain PHI provided that Sub-Business Associate ( a) continues
to comply with the provisions of this Agreement for as long as it retains PHI, and (b) limits further
Uses and Disclosures of PHI to those purposes that make the return or destruction of PHI infeasible.
8.0.
Document Retention. Sub-Business Associate s h a l l maintain all documentation required
by the Privacy and Security Regulations for a period of six (6) years.
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9.0.
Conflict. In the event there is a conflict between the language of this Agreement and the
underlying services agreement between the parties, the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall
control.
10.0.

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. There are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement.

11.0. Independent Contractor. ACO and Sub-Business Associate e x p r e s s l y acknowledge and
agree that Sub-Business Associate is an independent contractor and shall not for any purpose be deemed
to be an agent, employee, servant, partner, or joint venture of ACO.
12.0. Use of Subcontractors and Agents. Sub-Business Associate agrees to ensure that any
subcontractors and agents that create, receive, maintain, or transmit ACO’s PHI on behalf of SubBusiness Associate agree in writing to the same restrictions and conditions that apply through this
Agreement to Sub-Business Associate with respect to such information. Moreover, Sub-Business
Associate agrees to ensure any such subcontractor or agent agrees to implement reasonable and
appropriate safeguards to protect ACO’s Electronic PHI.
13.0. Term and Termination. The term of this Agreement shall be the same as the term of the
underlying services agreement. In addition to and notwithstanding the termination provisions set forth in
the underlying services agreement, both this Agreement and the underlying services agreement may be
terminated by ACO immediately and without penalty upon written notice by ACO to Sub-Business
Associate if ACO determines, in its sole discretion, that Sub-Business Associate has violated any
material term of this Agreement. The terms and conditions under this Agreement shall survive the
expiration or termination of the underlying services agreement.
14.0. Interpretation. Any ambiguity in this Agreement shall be resolved to permit the parties to comply
with the Privacy and Security Regulations.
15.0
Enforcement. Sub-Business Associate acknowledges that, in the event it, or its subcontractors,
violates any applicable provision of the Security Regulation or any term of this Agreement that would
constitute a violation of the Privacy Rule, Sub-Business Associate will be subject to and will be directly
liable for any and all civil and criminal penalties that may result from Sub-Business Associate or its
subcontractors’ violation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement effective as of the
date stated above.
Sub-Business Associate:

ACO:
Arkansas Health Network, LLC
2 St. Vincent Circle, Little Rock, AR 72205

By:
By:
Title:

Title:

Dated:

Dated:
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for the Minimum Necessary standard.
The Use and Disclosure of PHI must be limited to the Minimum Necessary required to accomplish
the intended purpose of the Use or Disclosure or request. Arkansas Health Network shall make
reasonable efforts to ensure that the Use, Disclosure, or request of Protected Health Information
(PHI) is limited to the Minimum Necessary.
For Disclosures, the Minimum Necessary requirement does not apply to:







Disclosures to a provider for Treatment
Disclosures pursuant to an Authorization
Disclosures to the Individual
Disclosures made to U.S. Department of Health and Human Service (HHS) for compliance
and enforcement purposes
Disclosures required by law and
The Uses or Disclosures required to comply with the federal privacy regulations.

A Arkansas Health Network may not Use, Disclose or request an entire medical record from a
Covered Entity unless access to the entire medical record is specifically justified as the amount
of information reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of the request.
PHI is confidential data and is to be accessed by Workforce members only in performance of official
duties.
DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this Policy.
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PROCEDURES
Minimum Necessary: Uses of PHI


The Arkansas Health Network identifies those persons or classes of persons in its
Workforce who need access to PHI to carry out their job responsibilities; and



For each person or class of persons, the Arkansas Health Network identifies the information
to which access is needed and any conditions appropriate to such access.

The Arkansas Health Network must make reasonable efforts to limit access to PHI and use a rolebased model to identify appropriate levels of access to PHI. Where possible, the Arkansas Health
Network must utilize technology to assist in restricting the flow of PHI, to account for how the
information is used and shared, and to monitor the effectiveness of these practices. The Arkansas
Health Network strives to reach an appropriate balance between permitted workforce access to
PHI for Treatment, Payment, and Health Care Operations (TPO) and maintaining the Individual’s
privacy.
Minimum Necessary: Disclosures of PHI
For Disclosures made on a routine or recurring basis, Arkansas Health Network implements
policies and procedures that limit the PHI Disclosed to the amount reasonably necessary to achieve
the purpose of the Disclosure. This may include the development of standard Disclosure protocols
(i.e., specific agencies or request type). Examples of routine or recurring Disclosures include, but
are not limited to: public health (e.g., child immunizations) and registry reporting (e.g., cancer and
trauma).
For all non-routine or non-recurring requests for Disclosure, a case-by-case review and determination
is required to limit the PHI disclosed to what is reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of the
Disclosure. The Arkansas Health Network develops criteria designed to guide the case-by-case
review to ensure that only the information that is reasonably necessary to achieve the purpose of the
Disclosure is disclosed.
When a Arkansas Health Network receives a request for Disclosure of PHI, the Workforce member
is responsible for determining the purpose of the Disclosure and the authority of the requester to
ensure the request is valid and appropriate. The Workforce member is responsible for reviewing the
Designated Record
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Set to identify the information requested and to limit the information to be disclosed to what is
reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose of the request.
If the document(s) identified includes more than the minimum information necessary to meet the
purpose of the request, the Workforce member may:


Request an additional Authorization,



Redact or remove information outside of the Minimum Necessary, or



Provide a written narrative summary.

The Workforce member prepares the documents for Disclosure following release of information
procedures, including redaction, reproduction/transfer of PHI, logging of the request and Disclosure,
and appropriately charging for the Disclosure of the information.
For non-routine Disclosures to external parties, the Arkansas Health Network uses criteria designed
to limit Disclosures of PHI to that which is reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose for
which the request is made. The Arkansas Health Network Workforce member reviews non-routine
requests for PHI on a case-by- case basis.
The Arkansas Health Network may rely, if such reliance is reasonable under the circumstances,
on a requested Disclosure as the Minimum Necessary for the stated purpose when:





making Disclosures to certain public officials,
the information is requested by another Covered Entity;
the information is requested by a member of Arkansas Health Network Workforce or a
Business Associate for the purpose of providing professional services; or
the requestor submits documentation or represents that the information is for an Institutional
Review Board (IRB)-approved research project.

Minimum Necessary: Arkansas Health Network Requesting PHI



For requests that are routine and recurring, The Arkansas Health Network implements
practices that limit the PHI requested to the amount reasonably necessary to carry out the
purpose of the request.
For requests for PHI that are non-routine or non-recurring, The Arkansas Health
Network uses the following criteria to limit the request for PHI to the information
reasonably necessary to accomplish the purpose and reviews requests for Disclosure on a
case-by-case basis:
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o Determine the purpose of the request; the information requested must be related directly to
the stated purpose;
o Verify that the minimum amount of data necessary to complete the request has been
requested and that the purpose of the request could not be achieved by requesting deidentified information. For example, the entire medical record shall be disclosed only if it
is clearly demonstrated that each part of the medical record is related to the reason the
request is being made. To the extent possible, the request should be specific both as to the
documents being requested and the applicable time period.
Arkansas Health Network retains discretion to make its own Minimum Necessary determination for
Disclosures and to question the purpose of the request.

REFERENCES




45 CFR Section 164.502(a)(1) (“Permitted uses and disclosures”)
45 CFR Parts 160 and 164; Section 164.502(b) (“Uses & Disclosure of Protected Health
Information–Minimum Necessary”)
45 CFR Parts 160 and 164; Section 164.514(d) (“Other Requirements Relating To Uses &
Disclosures Of Protected Health Information – Minimum Necessary”)
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POLICY
It is the policy of Arkansas Health Network comply with federal laws and regulations associated
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, enacted as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, for Access to Protected Health
Information (“PHI”), and state and local laws that regulate an Individual’s personal health
information.
The Arkansas Health Network will notify the affected Individual(s), a f f e c t e d C o v e r e d
E n t i t i e s , the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”), and, in some cases,
local media if PHI is Used or Disclosed in a manner that is not permitted or authorized by the
HIPAA Privacy and Security rules unless it can be demonstrated through an assessment that
there is a low probability such Use or Disclosure has compromised the privacy or security of an
Individual’s PHI. The Arkansas Health Network may also have a state reporting obligation and will
follow State Law to notify the affected Individual.
The notice shall be given consistent with the requirements of this Policy.

DEFINITIONS
Refer to the Privacy Glossary for definitions of the terms used in this policy.

PROCEDURES
Potential Breaches and Mitigation
If a Arkansas Health Network Workforce member Accesses, acquires, Uses, or Discloses PHI
improperly and immediate action may mitigate the effects of such Use or Disclosure, then the
Workforce member should take prompt action to mitigate the Use or Disclosure. The
Workforce member must report the incident according to the procedures in this Policy, even if the
Workforce member mitigated the incident.
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Investigating Potential Breaches


The Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall investigate any reported privacy
incident or related Individual complaint to determine whether there has been a Breach of
PHI (as defined in the Privacy Glossary), and if so, whether notification is required.



A Breach is treated as discovered as of the first day on which Breach is known by Arkansas
Health Network or, by exercising reasonable diligence would have been known to any
Workforce member other than the person committing the Breach.



The Privacy Officer shall perform an assessment to determine whether a Breach has occurred
and maintain written documentation of the assessment including the following:
o The nature and extent of PHI involved (i.e., Individually Identifiable Information
concerning an Individual’s health, health care, or Payment for health care, including
financial or account information);
o Whether the Access, acquisition, Use, or Disclosure of PHI was permissible;
o The probability that the Access, acquisition, Use, or Disclosure has caused the
Individual’s PHI to be compromised. In assessing the risk, the Privacy Officer should
consider relevant factors, including but not limited to:


The type and amount of PHI involved in the incident (e.g., the type of identifiable
information such as credit card number, or whether the information is restricted
information, such as infectious disease test results) and the likelihood of reidentification of the Individual;



Who Accessed or Used the PHI, who is the recipient of the PHI and the likelihood
that future Use or Disclosure will occur (e.g., what is the likelihood that the recipient
will share the PHI, such as if a family member accessed the PHI, or if the PHI was
sent to another Covered Entity or the Individual’s employer);



Whether the opportunity existed for the PHI to be acquired or viewed (e.g.,
misdirected mail opened by another Individual, even if returned);



The extent to which the risk has been mitigated following unauthorized Disclosure
(e.g., whether the PHI was destroyed or returned). For example, if PHI is faxed to the
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wrong physician and the receiving physician immediately contacts the Arkansas
Health Network to inform it of the error and confirms that the information was
destroyed; and


Whether the alleged Breach fits within one of the Breach Exceptions.



The Privacy Officer must consider the relevant state breach notification laws for notification
requirements under State Law.



The Privacy Officer must consider other relevant Arkansas Health Network policies that may
require additional actions (e.g., patient grievance, human resources).



The Privacy Officer shall verify documentation of the investigation and conclusions,
including the facts relevant to the assessment in Arkansas Health Network’s Reporting
System.



The Privacy Officer will notify the Covered Entity whose PHI was involved in the Breach in
accordance with the BAA.



The Privacy Officer will notify Arkansas Health Network management as appropriate.



The Privacy Officer will notify Arkansas Health Network Risk Manager or the Privacy
Claims designee of a potential cyber liability or other insurance claim.

Reporting Potential Breaches


Arkansas Health Network Workforce members shall immediately report any suspected
unauthorized Access, acquisition, Use or Disclosure of confidential or sensitive information
in accordance with the Arkansas Health Network reporting process below:
o The Workforce member shall immediately notify his or her supervisor or another
manager;
o If the supervisor or manager is not available, or the Workforce member is not comfortable
speaking with the supervisor or manager, or the Workforce member believes the matter
has not been adequately resolved, the Workforce member should contact the Arkansas
Health Network Privacy Officer or the Corporate Responsibility Officer;
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o To report a concern anonymously, the Workforce member shall call the Ethics at Work
Line phone number, (800) 261-5607, or file a report using the Internet at
www.ethicspoint.com.


The supervisor or manager must immediately notify the Arkansas Health Network Privacy
Officer of any suspected unauthorized Access, acquisition, Use or Disclosure of
confidential or sensitive information reported to management.



A Workforce member who has knowledge or knows that there is a suspected or real Breach of
confidential or sensitive information and does not report this to management may face
disciplinary actions and/or sanctions for failure to report.

Arkansas Health Network will not retaliate against any Workforce member who in good faith
reports a suspected or actual Breach.
Notice – In General
If the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer determines that a Breach has occurred,
notification(s) will occur as required by this Policy. Any notice provided pursuant to
this Policy must be approved and directed by the Privacy Officer. A r k a n s a s H e a l t h
N e t w o r k Privacy Officer will coordinate with affected Covered Entity to provide Notice to
required agencies.


The Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer must be notified prior to any government
agency or media notification.

Notice to Individuals


When notification is required to occur, the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall
notify the affected Individual(s) without unreasonable delay and in no case later than sixty
(60) days after the Breach is discovered, unless law enforcement requests a delay. The
Privacy Officer also must determine whether notice must be provided earlier and in
accordance with applicable state Breach notification laws. Arkansas Health Network
Privacy Officer will coordinate Notice requirements with affected Covered Entity.



When notification is required, the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer will engage
Risk Management. Risk Management will facilitate compliance with Arkansas Health
Network’s Cyberliability Insurance Policy.
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Content of Notice


The notice shall be written in plain language, and provide the Individual with enough
information to know the type of PHI that has been Used, Accessed, or Disclosed and should
include the following elements to the extent possible:
o A brief description of what happened (including the date(s) of the Breach and its
discovery, if known);
o A description of the types of Unsecured PHI involved (such as, but not limited to, Social
Security number, date of birth, address, diagnosis, Treatment, etc.);
o Any steps that affected Individuals should take to protect themselves from potential harm
resulting from the Breach;
o A brief description of what the Arkansas Health Network is doing to investigate the
Breach, mitigate harm to Individual(s), and to protect against further Breaches;
o Contact procedures for affected persons to ask questions and receive information, which
shall include a toll-free telephone number, an email address, web site, or postal address;
and;
o Contact procedure for affected Individuals who have special needs or limited English
speaking skills to ensure effective communication as necessary.

Methods of Notification. Notice shall be sent to the Individual by first class mail to the Individual’s
last known address. If the Individual specifically requested e-mail as the preferred method, the notice
may be sent by e-mail. Notice may occur in one or more mailings as information becomes available.
Substitute Notice. If there is insufficient or out-of-date contact information to provide direct written
notice by mail to the Individual, a substitute form of notice shall be provided to the Individual.


For Fewer Than 10 Affected Individuals: If there is insufficient contact information for
fewer than ten (10) affected Individuals, notice can be provided by telephone, e-mail, or other
means. Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall document when insufficient
information exists to provide any substitute notice.



For 10 or More Affected Individuals. If there is insufficient contact information for ten (10)
or more affected Individuals, the Privacy Officer shall do one of the following (after
consulting with the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer):
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o Post a conspicuous notice on the home page of Arkansas Health Network website for
ninety (90) days with a hyperlink to the additional information required to be given
to Individuals as provided above; or
o Publish a conspicuous notice in major print or broadcast media in the geographical area
where affected Individuals are likely to reside.
Both of these forms of notice must include a toll-free number that remains active for at least
ninety (90) days so Individuals may call to learn whether their PHI was included in the
Breach.
Potential Harm of Notice. If the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer has Reasonable Cause
to believe that the notice itself may potentially cause harm to an Individual, the Privacy Officer
should consult with the Individual’s provider to determine how notice should be given.
Notice in Urgent Situations. If the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer believes that PHI
is subject to imminent misuse, immediate notice may be provided to the Individual by telephone or
other means. Such notice shall be in addition to the written notice described above.
Deceased Individual. If Arkansas Health Network knows the Individual is deceased and has the
address of the next of kin or Personal Representative, then Arkansas Health Network must provide
written notice to the next of kin or Personal Representative. Arkansas Health Network is not
required to provide substitute notice to next of kin or Personal Representative if there is no
contact information or if the contact information is out-of-date or invalid. The Privacy Officer shall
document notice attempts or lack of contact information.
If Arkansas Health Network is a Business Associate. Arkansas Health Network must provide
notice of Breach to a Covered Entity without unreasonable delay in accordance with the terms of
the Business Associate agreement and in no event later than sixty (60) days from the discovery of the
Breach.
Notice to HHS. If the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer determines that a Breach of PHI
has occurred, notification to the Secretary of HHS shall be provided as described below:


If 500 or More Affected Individuals: If the Breach involves 500 or more persons, the
Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall notify HHS of the Breach at the same time of
Individual notification.
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If Fewer Than 500 Affected Individuals: If the Breach involves fewer than 500 persons,
the Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall notify HHS of the Breach within fortyfive (45) days of completion of the Breach investigation or in no case later than sixty (60)
days after the end of the calendar year in which the Breach was discovered.



The notice to HHS must be submitted electronically using the online Breach notification form
available
on
the
HHS
Website
at
the
following
link:
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/breacheachnotificationrule/brinstruction.
html The Privacy Officer shall print the electronic notice receipt and upload such receipt to
the Arkansas Health Network Reporting System.

Notice to Media. If a Breach of PHI involves more than 500 residents of a state or jurisdiction,
Arkansas Health Network will contact prominent media outlets in the jurisdiction or state to provide
media notice of the Breach. This is in addition to Individual notice. The notice shall be provided
without unreasonable delay but not later than sixty (60) days after discovery of the Breach. The
notice shall contain the same elements of information as required for the notice to the Individual
described above. The Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall work with Arkansas Health
Network Administration and Communications to develop an appropriate press release concerning the
Breach information.
Notice from Business Associate. If a Arkansas Health Network Business Associate discovers a
Breach of PHI, the Business Associate is required to notify the Arkansas Health Network Privacy
Officer of the Breach within the time period set forth in the Business Associate agreement. The
Business Associate shall, to the extent possible, identify each Individual whose PHI was
Breached and provide such other information as needed by Arkansas Health Network to comply
with this Policy. The Privacy Officer shall oversee the Business Associate’s remedial actions. The
Privacy Officer shall notify the Individual, HHS, and in appropriate cases, the media as described
above or may instruct the Business Associate or designee to carry out the notice requirement. . The
Privacy Officer will maintain documentation of a Business Associate’s Breach within Arkansas
Health Network’s Reporting System as required by this Policy.
Delay of Notice per Law Enforcement Request. The Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer
shall delay notice to the Individual, HHS, and the media if a law enforcement officer states that
the notice would impede a criminal investigation or threaten national security. If the officer’s
statement is in writing and specifies the time for which the delay is required, the Privacy Officer
shall delay the notice for the required time. If the officer’s statement is verbal, the Privacy
Officer shall document the statement and identify the officer, and shall delay the notice for not
more than thirty (30) days from the date of the statement, unless the officer provides a written
statement signed by the requesting officer on law enforcement letterhead confirming the need and
time for delay.
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Documentation. The Arkansas Health Network Privacy Officer shall prepare and maintain
documentation required by this Policy within Arkansas Health Network’s Reporting System for a
period of six (6) years, including, but not limited to, reports or complaints of privacy violations;
results of investigations, including facts and conclusions relating to the Breach Risk Assessment;
required notices; receipts of notices submitted to HHS; and sanctions imposed.
ATTACHMENT


Job Aid Breach Risk Assessment

REFERENCES


45 CFR 164.400 – “Notification in the Case of Breach of Unsecured PHI”



45 CFR 164.414 – “Administrative Requirements and Burden of Proof”

Privacy Policies Glossary
Access
The ability or the means necessary to read, write, modify, or communicate data/information or
otherwise use any system resource. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text,
March 2006]
Accounting of Disclosures (AOD)
Information that describes a covered entity's disclosures of PHI other than for treatment, payment,
and health care operations; disclosures made with Authorization; and certain other limited
disclosures. For those categories of disclosures that need to be in the accounting, the accounting must
include disclosures that have occurred during the six (6) years (or a shorter time period at the request
of the individual) prior to the date of the request for an accounting. However, PHI disclosures made
before the compliance date for a covered entity are not part of the accounting requirement.
Administrative Safeguards
Administrative safeguards are administrative actions, and policies and procedures, to manage the
selection, development, implementation, and maintenance of security measures to protect electronic
protected health information and to manage the conduct of the covered entity's workforce in relation
to the protection of that information. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text,
March 2006]
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA)
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) (Pub.L. 111–5) and commonly
referred to as the Stimulus or The Recovery Act, was an economic stimulus package enacted by the
111th United States Congress in February 2009 and signed into law on February 17, 2009 by
President Barack Obama. Changes to HIPAA Privacy Rule were first introduced in the HITECH Act,
which is part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
Authorization
A written document that gives CHI Entity permission to use and/or disclose specific protected health
information (PHI) to a third party identified by the individual for purposes other than treatment,
payment, healthcare operations (TPO) or when required by law.
Compound Authorization is an authorization for use or disclosure of protected health
information in research.
The authorization must clearly differentiate between the
Conditioned and Unconditioned research components, and may not be combined with any
other document to create a compound authorization, except as follows:


An authorization for the use or disclosure of protected health information for a research
study may be combined with any other type of written permission for the same or another
research study. This exception includes combining an authorization for the use or disclosure
of protected health information for a research study with another authorization for the same
research study, with an authorization for the creation or maintenance of a research database
or repository, or with a consent to participate in research. When a CHI Entity has conditioned
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the provision of research-related treatment on the provision of one of the authorizations, any
compound authorization created under this paragraph must clearly differentiate between
the conditioned and unconditioned components and provide the individual with an
opportunity to opt in to the research activities described in the unconditioned authorization.


An authorization for a use or disclosure of psychotherapy notes may only be combined with
another authorization for a use or disclosure of psychotherapy notes.



An authorization, other than an authorization for a use or disclosure of psychotherapy notes,
may be combined with any other such authorization, except when a CHI has conditioned the
provision of treatment, payment, enrollment in the health plan, or eligibility for benefits on
the provision of one of the authorizations.

[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Authorized User
The health care providers and other individuals identified by an EHR Program Participant who are:
(a) clinical personnel employed by, are shareholders or members of, or are under contract with, EHR
Program Participant to provide clinical care on behalf of EHR Program Participant; and (b)
employees or independent contractors who provide administrative support to EHR Program
Participant and who require access to the Shared EHR Platform to perform their duties on behalf of
EHR Program Participant and who have signed the Authorized User Agreement.
Authorized User Agreement
The agreement that Authorized Users must sign to bind them to only use the Shared EHR Platform as
is permitted under the EHR Agreement and the applicable CHI Privacy Policies.
Breach(es)
The acquisition, access, use, or disclosure of PHI that is not permitted by the HIPAA Privacy Rule,
such that the use or disclosure compromises the privacy or security of an individual’s PHI. An
impermissible use or disclosure of PHI is presumed to be a breach unless the covered entity or
Business Associate, as applicable, demonstrates that there is a low probability that the PHI has been
compromised.
The term ‘‘breach’’ does not include:


Unintentional acquisition, access, or use of PHI by a workforce member or person acting
under the authority of the covered entity as long as the disclosure was made in good faith
(which does not include employee snooping) and within the scope of authority and does
not result in further unauthorized use or disclosure.
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Inadvertent disclosure by one person at a covered entity or Business Associate who is
authorized to access PHI to another person authorized access to PHI, albeit not
necessarily the same type of PHI, at the same covered entity, Business Associate, or
organized health care arrangement in which the covered entity participates, as long as the
PHI is not again used or disclosed without authorization. The final rule clarifies that this
disclosure must occur onsite to a person who is not a member of the workforce, for
example, to a physician with staff privileges; if the PHI is “used” impermissibly by
workforce members, the rule says the covered entity should determine whether the first
exception applies.



A good faith belief that the unauthorized recipient of the information would not have
reasonably been able to retain the information, for example, if a misdirected piece of mail
with PHI was returned unopened or a nurse is able to retrieve the wrong discharge papers
from a patient before the patient has had a change to read the papers.

Business Associate (BA)
With respect to a covered entity, a person who: (i) On behalf of such covered entity or of an
organized health care arrangement in which the covered entity participates, but other than in the
capacity of a member of the workforce of such covered entity or arrangement, creates, receives,
maintains, or transmits PHI for a function or activity regulated by HIPAA including claims
processing or administration, data analysis, processing or administration, utilization review, quality
assurance, patient safety activities listed at 42 CFR 3.20, billing, benefit management, practice
management, and repricing; or (ii) Provides, other than in the capacity of a member of the workforce
of such covered entity, legal, actuarial, accounting, consulting, data aggregation, management,
administrative, accreditation, or financial services to or for such covered entity, or to or for an
organized health care arrangement in which the covered entity participates, where the provision of
the service involves the disclosure of PHI from such covered entity or arrangement, or from another
Business Associate of such covered entity or arrangement, to the person.
Business Associate Agreement (BAA)
An approved contract executed between CHI Covered Entities and business partners that specifically
governs how PHI can be used and what safeguards will be employed.
Clergy (or Visiting Clergy)
Qualified and authorized member of a faith community, such as a minister, priest, rabbi, accredited
Christian Science Practitioner, Eucharistic minister, lay volunteer or similar functionary, who is a
duly designated representative of a local parish, congregation or religious organization. Deacons
within the Roman Catholic faith are also members of the clergy.
Confidential Communication
The ability of an individual to request that his or her health information be protected through the use
of an alias or by using a different mailing address or contact information.
Covered Entity (CE)
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A health plan, health care clearinghouse or health care provider that transmits any health information
in electronic form in connection with a HIPAA-compliant transaction. [Source: HIPAA
Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Data Use Agreement
An agreement that CHI enters into with a third party that involves the use of a limited data set and
provides a description of the permitted use of the data; a description of who can use and receive the
data; an agreement not to re-identify the information or contact the individuals; and adequate
assurances of safeguards to prevent un-approved use or disclosure. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Decedent
Decedent is a term used chiefly in law to describe “a deceased person”.
De–identified Data
Health information that does not identify an individual and with respect to which there is no
reasonable basis to believe that the information can be used to identify an individual is de– identified.
Health information is considered de–identified if (a) it is stripped of all of the 18 direct identifiers
defined under HIPAA or (b) an expert in statistical and scientific method determines that there is a
very small risk that the information could be used alone or in combination with other information to
identify an individual. HIPAA does not apply to de– identified data. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
The federal government department that has overall responsibility for implementing HIPAA.
Designated Record Set
Designated record set means a group of records maintained by or for a covered entity that is:


The medical records and billing records about individuals maintained by or for a covered
health care provider;



The enrollment, payment, claims adjudication, and case or medical management record
systems maintained by or for a health plan; or



Used, in whole or in part, by or for the covered entity to make decisions about individuals.
The term record means any item, collection, or grouping of information that includes
protected health information and is maintained, collected, used, or disseminated by or for a
covered entity.

[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Disclose/Disclosure(s)
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The release, transfer, provision of access to, or divulging in any other manner of protected health
information outside of the entity holding the information. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Disposal
Implementation of policies and procedures to address the final disposition of electronic PHI and/or
the hardware or electronic media on which it is stored. Procedures must include approved methods of
disposal such as use of commercial or public disposal services, sale or donation of electronic devices
and the process for ensuring that electronic PHI processed by or stored on the hardware and
electronic media is no longer accessible.
EHR Program
The program established by the CHI Entity to facilitate the implementation of and access to an EHR
for health care providers licensed to practice medicine in the community by making available certain
items or services, in the form of software, associated information technology, implementation,
training, support, and related services necessary and used predominantly to create, maintain, transmit,
or receive access to the EHR System, including the Shared EHR Platform.
EHR Program Participant or Participant
Non-CHI Entities that are members of the CHI clinically integrated network (“CIN”) and have
executed an agreement with the CHI Entity to participate in the EHR Program and CHI Entity’s
Shared EHR Platform.
EHR System
The CHI Entity’s electronic health record system.
Electronic Protected Health Information or Electronic PHI (ePHI)
Protected health information that is transmitted by, or maintained in, electronic media. ePHI may be
transmitted and maintained on devices such as cell phones, PDAs, text pagers, and USB static discs.
Electronic Media
Electronic storage media means electronic media including:


Memory devices in computers (hard drives) and any removable/transportable digital memory
medium, such as magnetic tape or disk, optical disk, or digital memory card; or devices in
computers (hard drives) and any removable/transportable digital memory medium, such as
magnetic tape or disk, optical disk, or digital memory card; or



Transmission media used to exchange information already in electronic storage media.
Transmission media include, for example, the internet (wide-open), extranet (using internet
technology to link a business with information accessible only to collaborating parties), leased
lines, dial-up lines, private networks, and the physical movement of removable/transportable
electronic storage media. Certain transmissions, including of paper, via facsimile, and of
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voice, via telephone, are not considered to be transmissions via electronic media, because the
information being exchanged did not exist in electronic form before the transmission.
[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Encryption
The use of an algorithmic process to transform data into a form in which there is a low probability of
assigning meaning without use of a confidential process or key. Implementation of a mechanism to
encrypt electronic protected health information whenever appropriate during transmission.
Encryption and Decryption
Under HIPAA, the implementation of a mechanism to encrypt and decrypt electronic protected health
information as a means of access control.
Facility Directory
Individually identifiable information maintained by a CHI Entity in a hospital directory available to
hospital visitors upon request that includes:


individual’s name,



individual’s location within the facility,



individual’s general health care condition (e.g., stable, critical, deceased)



individual’s religious affiliation (available only to clergy)

Financial Remuneration
Direct or indirect payment from or on behalf of a third party whose product or service is being
marketed. Direct payment is defined as financial remuneration that comes from the third party to the
covered entity who is requesting its product or service to be marketed. Indirect payment means
financial remuneration that comes from an entity on behalf of the third party to the covered entity
who is requesting its product or service to be marketed. Direct or indirect payment does not include
any payment for treatment of an individual. Financial remuneration does not include non-financial
benefits such as in-kind benefits. Only payments are included. [Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78,
No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications
to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Fundraising
Fundraising are the activities of a covered entity, an institutionally related foundation, or a Business
Associate on behalf of the covered entity for the purpose of raising funds for the covered entity. The
permissible fundraising activities include appeals for money, sponsorship of events, etc. [Source:
Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts
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160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification
Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule,
January 25, 2013]
GINA
The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008, Public Law 110–233, 122
Genetic Information
Genetic information is defined in GINA and is added to the Privacy Rule definitions as follows:
1. Individual, information about:
a. The individual’s genetic tests;
b. The genetic tests of family members of the individual;
c. The manifestation of a disease or disorder in family members of such individual; or
d. Any request for, or receipt of, genetic services, or participation in clinical research which
includes genetic services, by the individual or any family member of the individual.
2. Any reference to genetic information concerning an individual or family member of an
individual shall include the genetic information of:
a. A fetus carried by the individual or family member who is a pregnant woman; and
b. Any embryo legally held by an individual or family member utilizing an assisted
reproductive technology.
3. Genetic information excludes information about the sex or age of any individual.
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Genetic Test
Genetic test is defined in GINA and this term is added to the Privacy Rule and defined as “an
analysis of human DNA, RNA, chromosomes, proteins, or metabolites, if the analysis detects
genotypes, mutations, or chromosomal changes.” [Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 /
Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the
HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination
Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
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Genetic Services
“Genetic Services” is defined in GINA and is added to the Privacy Rule and defined as:
1. A genetic test;
2. Genetic counseling (including obtaining, interpreting, or assessing genetic
information); or
3. Genetic education
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Family Member
The term “family member” is used in GINA to indicate that an individual’s genetic information also
includes information about the genetic tests and family history of that individual’s family. The term
is adopted and means “with respect to an individual:
1. A dependent (as such term is defined in 45 CFR 144.103), of the individual; or
2. Any other person who is a first-degree, second-degree, third-degree, or fourth-degree
relative of the individual or of a dependent of the individual. Relatives by affinity (such as
by marriage or adoption) are treated the same as relatives by consanguinity (that is,
relatives who share a common biological ancestor). In determining the degree of the
relationship, relatives by less than full consanguinity (such as half-siblings, who share
only one parent) are treated the same as relatives by full consanguinity (such as siblings
who share both parents).
a. First-degree relatives include parents, spouses, siblings, and children
b. Second-degree relatives include grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nephews, and
nieces.
c. Third-degree relatives include great-grandparents, great-grandchildren, great aunts, great
uncles, and first cousins.
d. Fourth-degree relatives include great-great grandparents, great-great grandchildren, and
children of first cousins.
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
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Health Care Clearinghouse
A public or private entity, including a billing service, re-pricing company, community health
management information system or community health information system, and "value-added"
networks and switches that either process or facilitate the processing of health information received
from another entity in a nonstandard format or containing nonstandard data content into standard data
elements or a standard transaction, or receive a standard transaction from another entity and process
or facilitate the processing of health information into a nonstandard format or nonstandard data
content for the receiving entity. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text,
March 2006]
Health Care Operations
Any of the following activities of CHI Entities to the extent that they are related to functions covered
by HIPAA:


Conducting quality assessment and improvement activities, including outcomes evaluation
and development of clinical guidelines, provided that the obtaining of generalizable
knowledge is not the primary purpose of any studies resulting from such activities;
population-based activities relating to improving health or reducing health care costs,
protocol development, case management and care coordination; contacting of health care
providers and patients with information about treatment alternatives; and related
functions that do not include treatment;



Reviewing the competence or qualifications of health care professionals; evaluating
practitioner, provider and health plan performance; conducting training programs in which
students, trainees, or practitioners in areas of health care learn under supervision to practice
or improve their skills as health care providers; training of non-health care
professionals; accreditation, certification, licensing, or credentialing activities;



Underwriting, premium rating and other activities relating to the creation, renewal or
replacement of a contract of health insurance or health benefits, and ceding, securing or
placing a contract for reinsurance of risk relating to claims for health care (including
stop-loss insurance and excess of loss insurance), provided that the requirements of 45
CFR § 164.514(g) of HIPAA are met, if applicable;



Conducting or arranging for medical review, legal services and auditing functions, including
fraud and abuse detection and compliance programs;



Business planning and development, such as conducting cost-management and planningrelated analyses related to managing and operating CHI Entity, including formulary
development and administration and development or improvement of methods of payment
or coverage policies; and



Business management and general administrative activities of CHI Entity including but not
limited to:
o Management activities relating to implementation of and compliance with the
requirements of HIPAA;
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o Customer service, including the provision of data analyses for policy holders, plan
sponsors, or other customers, provided that protected health information is not
disclosed to such policy holder, plan sponsor, or customer;
o Resolution of internal grievances;
o The sale, transfer, merger or consolidation of all or part of CHI Entity with
another covered entity under HIPAA or an entity that following such activity will
become a covered entity under HIPAA and due diligence related to such activity; and
o Activities consistent with the applicable requirements of 45 CFR §164.514 of
HIPAA, creating de-identified health information or a limited data set and fundraising
for the benefit of CHI.
[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Health Care Provider
A provider of medical or health services and any other person or organization who furnishes, bills, or
is paid for health care in the normal course of business. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Health Information
Any information, whether oral or recorded in any form or medium, that is created or received by a
health care provider, health plan, public health authority, employer, life insurer, school or university,
or health care clearinghouse, and relates to the past, present, or future physical or mental health or
condition of an individual; the provision of health care to an individual; or the past, present, or future
payment for the provision of health care to an individual. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Health Information Exchange (HIE)
Health Information Exchange (HIE) refers to the process of reliable and interoperable electronic
health-related information sharing conducted in a manner that protects the confidentiality, privacy,
and security of the information. The development of widespread HIEs is quickly becoming a reality.
Health Information Organizations (HIOs) are the organizations that oversee HIE. For HIOs to
function, they must have the capability to employ nationally recognized standards to enable
interoperability, security and confidentiality, and to ensure authorization of those who access the
information. [Source: American Health Information Management Association, “Health Information
Exchange” www.ahima.org/resources/hie.aspx]
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Public Law 104-191, was
enacted to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the health care system. HIPAA included
Administrative Simplification provisions that required HHS to adopt national standards for electronic
health care transactions and code sets, unique health identifiers, and security. At the same time,
Congress recognized that advances in electronic technology could erode the privacy of health
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information. Consequently, Congress incorporated into HIPAA provisions that mandated the
adoption of Federal privacy protections for individually identifiable health information. [Source:
Department of Human and Health Service, Office for Civil Rights]
Health Oversight Agency
Health Oversight Agency is a public agency, Indian tribe, or entity acting pursuant to a public
agency’s authority, that is authorized by law to oversee the healthcare system or government
programs in which health information is necessary to determine eligibility or compliance, or to
enforce civil rights laws for which health information is relevant. The definition of health oversight
agency does not include private-sector accrediting organizations. Examples of health oversight
activities include, but are not limited to, oversight of healthcare plans, healthcare professionals,
healthcare delivery systems, medical devices and pharmaceuticals. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Hybrid Entity
A single legal entity that is a covered entity, performs business activities that include both covered
and non-covered functions, and designates its health care components as provided in the Privacy
Rule. If a covered entity is a hybrid entity, the Privacy Rule generally applies only to its designated
health care components. However, non-health care components of a hybrid entity may be Business
Associates of one or more of its health care components, depending on the nature of their
relationship. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Incidental Use and Disclosure
Under HIPAA, when an individual's health information is used or disclosed incidentally. Usually this
occurs when it cannot reasonably be prevented by chance or without intention or calculation during
an otherwise permitted or required use or disclosure.
Individual
The person who is the subject of PHI. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation
Text, March 2006]
Individually Identifiable Health Information
A subset of “health information,” including demographic information,


That is created or received by a health care provider, health plan, employer, or health care
clearinghouse;



That relates to the physical or mental health or condition of an individual, the provision of
health care to an individual, or the payment for the provision of health care to an individual;
and



That identifies the individual, or might reasonably be used to identify the individual. [Source:
HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
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Law Enforcement Official
An officer or employee of any agency or authority of the United States, a state, a territory, a political
subdivision of a state or territory, or a Native American tribe who is empowered to:


Investigate or conduct an official inquiry into a potential violation of the law



Prosecute or otherwise conduct a criminal, civil, or administrative proceeding arising
from an alleged violation of the law

[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Limited Data Set
Protected health information that excludes all of the 16 HIPAA specified direct identifiers of the
individual or of relatives, employers, or household members of the individual, but retains geographic
subdivisions larger than the postal address and elements of dates. Limited data sets may only be used
for research, public health or for health care operations; and only with a data use agreement that
limits the use of the data by the recipient.
Manifestation or Manifested
HHS defines this to mean: “with respect to a disease, disorder, or pathological condition, that an
individual has been or could reasonably be diagnosed with the disease, disorder, or pathological
condition by a health care professional with appropriate training and expertise in the field of
medicine”. [Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and
Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security,
Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic
and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to
the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Minimum Necessary
The least information reasonably necessary to accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure,
or request. Unless an exception applies, this standard applies to a covered entity when using or
disclosing PHI or when requesting PHI from another covered entity. A covered entity that is using or
disclosing PHI for research without authorization must make reasonable efforts to limit PHI to the
minimum necessary. A covered entity may rely, if reasonable under the circumstances, on
documentation of IRB or Privacy Board approval or other appropriate representations and
documentation under 45 CFR §164.512(i) as establishing that the request for protected health
information for the research meets the minimum necessary requirements.
When using or disclosing PHI, CHI Entities must make reasonable efforts to limit PHI to the
minimum necessary to accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure or request.
The minimum necessary standard does not apply to disclosures to or requested by a healthcare
professional for treatment purposes, to the patient or pursuant to an authorization, uses and/or
disclosures required by law or that are required for compliance to the privacy standards.
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Marketing
Marketing means:


To communicate about a product or service that encourages recipients of the communication
to purchase or use the product or service, unless the communication is made (a) to
describe a health–related product or service (or payment for such product or service) that is
provided by, or included in a plan of benefits of, the covered entity making the
communication (including communications about the entities participating in a health care
provider network or health plan network; replacement of, or enhancements to, a health
plan; and health related products or services available only to a health plan enrollee that
add value to, but are not part of, a plan of benefits); or (b) for treatment of the individual;
or (c) for case management or care coordination for that individual, or to direct or
recommend alternative treatments, therapies, providers, or settings of care to that
individual; or



An arrangement between a covered entity and any other entity whereby the covered
entity discloses PHI to the other entity, in exchange for direct or indirect remuneration, for
the other entity or its affiliate to make a communication about its own product or service
that encourages recipients of the communication to purchase or use that product or service.

[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Office for Civil Rights (OCR)
Office for Civil Rights, the branch of the DHHS that is responsible for federal oversight of the
Privacy and Security regulations of HIPAA.
OHCA
Organized Health Care Arrangement, a clinically integrated care setting where individuals typically
receive health care from more than one health care provider. Members of an OHCA may agree to
abide by the terms of a joint notice of privacy practices and to share PHI as necessary to carry out
treatment, payment, or operations relating to the OHCA.
Organized systems of health care where more than one covered entity participates and where the
participating covered entities publicly present themselves as a joint arrangement and participate in
cross-organizational functions where PHI is shared. Members of organized health care
arrangements may use and disclose PHI across their organizations.
Operations – see Health Care Operations
Patient – see Individual
Payment
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The activities undertaken by (1) a health plan to obtain premiums or to determine or fulfill its
responsibility for coverage and provision of benefits under the health plan, including determinations
of eligibility and adjudication of claims; risk adjusting; billing, claims management, and collection
activities; review of health care services with respect to medical necessity, coverage under a health
plan, appropriateness of care, or justification of charges; utilization review activities; and disclosure
to consumer reporting agencies of certain PHI relating to collection of premiums or reimbursement;
or (2) a covered health care provider or health plan to obtain or provide reimbursement for the
provision of health care. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March
2006]
Personal Health Record (PHR)
Typically, a health record that is initiated and maintained by an individual. An ideal PHR would
provide a complete and accurate summary of the health and medical history of an individual by
gathering data from many sources and making this information accessible online to anyone who has
the necessary electronic credentials to view the information.
The HITECH Act defines the term “personal health record” as an electronic record of identifiable
health information (as defined in section 13407(f)(2)) on an individual that can be drawn from
multiple sources and that is managed, shared, and controlled by or primarily for the individual.
OCR defines a PHR as an electronic record of an individual’s health information by which the
individual controls access to the information and may have the ability to manage, track, and
participate in his or her own heath care.
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Personal Representative
A person with the legal authority to act on behalf of an incompetent adult patient, a minor patient or a
deceased patient or the patient’s estate in making health care decisions or in exercising the patient’s
rights related to the individual’s protected health information. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Physical Safeguards
Physical safeguards are measures, policies, and procedures to physically protect CHI Entities’
systems and related buildings and equipment that contain ePHI, from natural and environmental
hazards and unauthorized intrusion. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text,
March 2006]
Privacy
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Right of an individual to control the circulation of information about him/herself within social
relationships; freedom from unreasonable interference in an individual’s private life; an individual’s
right to protection of data regarding him/her against misuse or unjustified publication.
Privacy Rule
The regulations at 45 CFR 160 and 164, which detail the requirements for complying with the
standards for privacy under the administrative simplification provisions of HIPAA. (See also
definitions of “health information” and “individually identifiable health information”)
Protected Health Information (PHI)
Protected health information is any information, whether oral or recorded in any form or medium,
that is created or received by a covered entity, including demographic information, that


Relates to the past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition of an individual;
the provision of health care to an individual, or the past, present, or future payment for the
provision of health care to an individual;



Identifies the individual (or for which there is a reasonable basis for believing that the
information can be used to identify the individual); and



Is received by Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity, or (d) is created by
Business Associate, or is made accessible to Business Associate by Covered Entity. (For
example: date of birth, medical records number, health plan beneficiary numbers, address, zip
code, phone number, email address, fax number, IP address, license numbers, full face
photographic images or Social Security Number). PHI includes, without limitation, ePHI.

[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Psychotherapy Notes
Notes recorded (in any medium) by a health care provider who is a mental health professional that
document or analyze the contents of conversation during a private counseling session or a group,
joint or family counseling session and are separated from the rest of an individual’s medical record.
Psychotherapy notes exclude medication prescription and monitoring, counseling session start and
stop times, modalities and frequencies of treatment, results of clinical tests and any summary of the
following: diagnosis, functional status, treatment plan, symptoms, prognosis and progress to date.
Although all psychotherapy information may be sensitive, psychotherapy notes are considered so
sensitive that the information is considered inappropriate for medical records and is kept separate.
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Reasonable Cause
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Reasonable cause means circumstances that would make it unreasonable for the covered entity,
despite the exercise of ordinary business care and prudence, to comply with the administrative
simplification provision violated.
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Research
Research is any systematic investigation (including research development, testing, and evaluation)
that is designed to contribute to generalizable knowledge.
Conditioned Research is research performed in connection with a clinical trial or other treatment
Unconditioned Research is retrospective research unrelated to treatment
[Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45
CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach
Notification Rules Under the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules;
Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Risk Analysis
A documented assessment of the potential risks and vulnerabilities to the confidentiality, integrity
and availability of ePHI, and an estimation of the security measures sufficient to reduce the risks and
vulnerabilities to a reasonable and appropriate level. Risk analysis involves determining what
requires protection, what it should be protected from, and how to protect it. [Source: Federal Register
/ Vol. 78, No. 17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164,
Modifications to the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under
the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January
25, 2013]
Risk Assessment
An evaluation of the chance of vulnerabilities being exploited based on the effectiveness of existing
or proposed safeguards or countermeasures. [Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No. 17/ Friday,
January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to the HIPAA
Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination
Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
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Role-based access control is an alternative to traditional access control models (e.g., discretionary or
non-discretionary access control policies) that permits the specification and enforcement of
enterprise-specific security policies in a way that maps more naturally to an organization's structure
and business activities. With RBAC, rather than attempting to map an organization's security policy
to a relatively low-level set of technical controls (typically, access control lists), each user is assigned
to one or more predefined roles, each of which has been assigned the various privileges needed to
perform that role. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Security Incident
The attempted or successful unauthorized access, use, disclosure, modification, or destruction of
information or interference with system operations in an information system.
Sensitive Information
Information is considered sensitive if the loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability could be
expected to have a serious, severe or catastrophic adverse effect on organizational operations,
organizational assets, or individuals. Further, the loss of sensitive information confidentiality,
integrity, or availability might:


Cause a significant or severe degradation in mission capability to an extent and duration that
the organization is unable to perform its primary functions;



Result in significant or major damage to organizational assets;



Result in significant or major financial loss; or



Result in significant, severe or catastrophic harm to individuals that may involve loss of life
or serious life threatening injuries.

[Defined in HHS Memorandum ISP- 2007-005, "Departmental Standard for the Definition of
Sensitive Information"]
Shared EHR Platform
The shared, permanent, longitudinal electronic health record for each patient created and utilized by
the CHI Entity and EHR Program Participants, while also maintaining their own separate legal
medical records. The Shared EHR Platform is a part of the EHR System.
Spiritual Care Staff
All persons officially listed with CHI Entity’s Pastoral Care Department as full time or auxiliary
staff. These persons, who provide spiritual/pastoral care to patients/residents, family members and
CHI Entity staff, may access protected health information needed to fulfill their professional
responsibilities, similar to other members of the health care team. [Source: CHI Definition]
Spouse
Includes individuals who are in a legally valid marriage sanctioned by a state, territory, or foreign
jurisdiction. The term marriage includes both same-sex marriage and opposite sex marriage. This
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applies to individuals who have been legally married, whether or not they live or receive services in a
jurisdiction that recognizes their marriage. [Source: HIPAA and Same-Sex Marriage: Understanding
Spouse, Family Member, and Marriage in the Privacy Rule, Officer of Civil Rights Memo,
September 2014.]
State Law
A constitution, statute, regulation, rule, common law, or other state action having the force and effect
of law.
Subcontractor
Any downstream entity who has been delegated a function, an activity or a service that a BA has
agreed to perform, on behalf of a CHI Entity or another BA. [Source: Federal Register / Vol. 78, No.
17 / Friday, January 25, 2013 / Rules and Regulations, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Modifications to
the HIPAA Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules Under the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act and the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act; Other Modifications to the HIPAA Rules; Final Rule, January 25, 2013]
Summary Health Information
Information that summarizes the claims history, claims expenses, or type of claims experienced by
individuals for whom a plan sponsor has provided health benefits under a group health plan and from
which identifying information has been deleted, except that the geographic information need only be
aggregated to the level of a five digit zip code. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification
Regulation Text, March 2006]
Technical Controls
The security controls (i.e., safeguards and countermeasures) applied to an information system that are
primarily implemented and executed by the information system through mechanisms contained in the
hardware, software, or firmware components of the system. Technical safeguards include mandatory
passwords, encryption, and 30-minute time out protection, as well as firewalls and cryptography.
(Defined in NIST SP 800-53, Appendix B).
Technical Safeguards
Technical Safeguards are the technology, and the policy and procedures for its use that protect
electronic protected health information and control access to it. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Treatment
The provision, coordination, or management of health care and related services by one or more health
care providers, including the coordination or management of health care by a health care provider
with a third party; consultation between health care providers relating to a patient; or the referral of a
patient for health care from one health care provider to another. [Source: HIPAA Administrative
Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
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Transaction
The transmission of information between two parties to carry out financial or administrative activities
related to health care. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Unique User Identification
Assigning a unique name and/or number for identifying and tracking user identity. System processes
will use this name and/or number to identify the user and to associate the user with tracked actions
taken by or on behalf of that user. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text,
March 2006]
Underwriting
With respect to a health plan means, or with respect to a group health plan, health insurance
coverage, or Medicare supplemental policy, underwriting is:


Rules for, or determination of, eligibility (including enrollment and continued eligibility)
for, or determination of, benefits under the plan, coverage, or policy;



The computation of premium or contribution amounts under the plan, coverage, or policy;



The application of any pre-existing condition exclusion under the plan, coverage, or
policy; and



Other activities related to the creation, renewal, or replacement of a contract of health
insurance or health benefits.

[Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
Unsecured PHI
Protected Health Information that is not rendered unusable, unreadable, or indecipherable to
unauthorized persons through the use of technology or methodology specified by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services guidance.
US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is the United States government’s principal
agency for protecting the health of all Americans and providing essential human services, especially
for those who are least able to help themselves. The Department’s programs are administered by 11
operating divisions, including eight agencies in the U.S. Public Health Service and three human
services agencies. The department includes more than 300 programs, covering a wide spectrum of
activities. HHS’ Medicare program is the nation’s largest health insurer, handling more than 1 billion
claims per year. Medicare and Medicaid together provide health care insurance for one in four
Americans.
Use
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With respect to individually identifiable health information under HIPAA, the sharing, employment,
application, utilization, examination, or analysis of such information within an entity that maintains
such information. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text, March 2006]
User
A person or entity with authorized access. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation
Text, March 2006]
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
A technical strategy for creating secure connections, or tunnels, over the Internet.
Workforce
Employees, volunteers, trainees, and other persons whose conduct in the performance of work for a
covered entity is under the direct control of a CHI Entity, whether or not they are paid by the covered
entity. [Source: HIPAA Administrative Simplification Regulation Text
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